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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strive Upward

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

Stick to Sound
Principles, but Adopt
the Better Methods

"Kentucky's Most Propressive Weekly Newspaper"
_gimes
VOL XL1V; NO 8.

DEATH CALLS MRS.
D. C. STROW, AGED
47, TUESDAY NIGHT

•
gEED MEN IN PARLEY
HERE THURSDAY EVE.

BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1927.

$1.00 A
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Marshall Youth Introduces Young Couple
`GET TOGETHER DAY'
THOMAS POWELL
Who Marry in Three Hours at Washington
IN BENTON ON MARCH
B'HAM, IS CALLED
19TH IS ANNOUNCED

Ralph Kenny, specialist from
Archie T. Ford, son of Mr. and Durrer were strongly attracted to
the Kentucky Experiment station,
one another as soon as they
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pasture hay and seed and is being illness of complications.
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to local farBesides his parents, Mr. Pow- Mr. Ford on the front page of its shall, county, being a native of
Mrs. D. C.,Strow, aged 47, one strongly advocated
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mers.
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week thy the Young
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tie red drops on the breech and
the fact that the clip showed one
round expended. The charging
handle was back. He got to his
feet with deliberation, laid the
gun across the woodpile, and
sighted ... three Boche with very
red faces; their eyes looked pale
under their deep helmets . . . He
gave them the whole clip, and
they appeared to wilt. Then he
came away from there. Later he
was in the.little run at the foot
of the hill with three men, all
wounded. He never knew how he
got there. It just happened.
Later in the day the lieutenant
was back on the pine-crested
hill, now identified as Hill 142.
Captain Hamilton was there, one
or two other officers, and a handful of the Forty-ninth and Sixtyseventh companies; a semblance
of a line was organized. From
the direction of Torcy a counter-attack developed; the Boche
was filtering cleverly lurid forming somewhere on the Torcy road,
in cover. The marines were
prone, slings adjusted, killing
him. "It's a quarter-point right
windage—" "Naw; not a breath
of air! Use 4erl-----"

A file of sweating soldiers,
burdened with picks and shovels
in addition to bancilleers and cornbrit gear, came trotting from the
right. A second lieutenant, a redyoungster.
dish, rough-looking
slumped up and saluted. " You
in charge here?" he said to t4e
marine officer. "I'm Lieutenapt
Wythe of the Second Engineers,
with a detachment. I'm to report
to you for orders." "Well—captain's right up yonder — how
many men you got?" "Twentytwo, sir—" "Fine! That makes
thirty-six of us, includin' me —
just flop right here, and we'll
hold this line. Orders are to dig
in here — but that can wait —
see yonder—?"
Those engineers, their packs
went one way and their tool another, and they cast. themselves
down happily. "What range, buddy? — usin' any windage—?" A
hairy' non-corn got into his sling
and laid out a little pile of clips
. . . There was always good feeling between the tiaarines of the
Second division and the regular
army unitp that formed it, but

j the wood, the chaut-chaut, still
_Chapter I—Continued
Sweating, hot, and angry with grasped in a clenched hand, coming to the ground butt first. The
a bleak, cold anger, the marines
man's head was gone from the
worked forward. They were there,: eyes up; his helmet slid stickily
and the Germans were there. An back over his combat pack and
risking his head above lay on the ground . . . vMy mothTribun-Democrat
officer,
The only basis upon which The
observed progress, and er," reflected the lieutenant, "will
wheat,
the.
is
erffort
constant
expects patronage is upon MERIT. A
corporal with his I never find my grave in this
a
detached
being devoted toward • continually improving the value
squad to get forward by the place!" He picked up the chautand interest of the paper.
flank "Get far enough past the chaut, and examined it profesflank gun, now, close as you can, sionally, noting a spatter of litThe Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
rush it—we'll keep it busy."
and
complete and accurate .country newspaper, giving to the
. . . Nothing sounds as mad as
people of this county a- fall and faithful newspaper serrifle-fire, staccato furious—The
vice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or polcorporal judged that he was far
enough, and raised with a yell,
icy that does not conflict with the best interests of. any
his squad leaping with him. He
people; yet without fear to criticise what appeks to be
was not pass the flank; two guns
7.erong and to endorse that which appears to be keit withswung that way, and cut the
out regard to the popularity of its stand.
squad ddwn like a grass-hook
levels a clump of weeds. . . They
lay there for days, eight marines
PO LIT1 C Al. A NNOUNCEME NTS thou bear false witness concern- in a dozen yards, face down on
ing their values nor tlieir former their ri,fles. But they had done
prices; that all thy sales be hon- their jdb. The men in the wheat
auis
The Tribune-Democrat
thorized to announce the can- est sales; so shalt thou have were...close enough to use the
didacy of Henry H.• Lovett, of plerksed customers and honor and split-.second interval in the firMarshall county, for the office of profit therewith all the days of ing. They got in, cursing and
stabbing.
Commonwealth's Attorney for all thy years.
VII. Thou shalt Mit covet thy
Meanwhile, to the left a little
the Second Judicial district, subsaleshis
nor
business,
neighbor's
cf men lay in the wheat
gi'oup
prirriary,
ject to the Democratic
men, nor any of his sevants; under the very muzzle of a gun
Aug. 6th, 1927.
thou shalt, not belittle his mer- that clipped the stalks around
The Tribune-Democrat is ail- chandise nor his service, but thou their ears and riddled their comthorized to announce the can- shalt strive to excel him in his bat packs—firing high by a matdidacy of Edgar T. Washburn, of every endeavor and make thirle ter of inches and the mercy of
God. A man can stand just so
McCracken county, for the office own business superior to his.
of Commonwealth's Attorney • for .VIII. Thou shalt not cheat thy much of that. Life presently
4the Second Judicial district, sub- customer, neither in quantity, nor ceases to be desirable;, the only
ject to the •Democrattc primary, in quality, nor in price; nor shalt desirable thing is to kill that
thou render to even the least of gunner, kill him with your-hands!
Aug. 6th, 1927.
these, thy customers less of value One of them :a corporal named
or cf service or of courtesy than Geer, said: "By God, let's get
auis
.The Tribune-Denuicrat.
thorized to announce the candi- thou dust extend to the favored, him!" and -they got him. One feldacy of A. N. Duke, for the office for the least of these may become low seized the spitting muzzle
and up-ended it on the gunner;
of Circuit Court. Clerk of Mar- the greatest.
IX. Thou shalt keep thyself he lost a hand, and a rifle butt
shall county, Ky., subject to the
action of the Democratic party thy reputation thy store and all rose .and fell. the battle tore
in the primary election.-Sqturday, thy wares clean and above re- through the coppice. The mach• proach; nor shalt thou permit thy ine-gunners were brave men, and
August 6, 1927.
-salesmen nor any of thy servants many of the Prussian infantry
to be unclean nor -their goods ill- were brave men, and they died.
The Tribune-Democrat is aukept.
A few streamed hack through the
thorized to announce the candiX. Thou shalt diligently adver- brush, and hunters anti hunted
dacy of W. Brien Holland for the
tise thy business, thy wares ,and bursted in a frantic medley on
()trice of Circuit Court 'Clerk of
thy service, that, all men may the open at the crest of the hill.
Marshall county, Ky-.. subject to
lrn that their interests are Impartial machine-guns, down the
th'e action of the Democratic
safe in thy -hands and that thou hilt to the left, took toil of both.
party in the p:imary election,
dost give the fullest measure of Presently the remnants of the
Saturday, August 6, 1927.
value; for knowest"thou not that assault companies were panting
if thou blowest not . thine own in the trees on the edge of the
An interesting set of i'en Corn- horn, then verily thy horn shall hill. It was the objective of the
attack, but distance had ceased
nandments for merchants has not be blown.
to have any meaning, time was
• been drawn sp by E. A Pettingill,
eot, and the country was full of
THE INCOME TAX MAN'
rif The Milwaukee Journal. They
aquare patches of woods. In the
IS COMING
:ire as follows:
valley below were more Germans,
1. Thou salt love thy business
Collector of Internal Revenues and on the next hill. Most -of the
and it only shalt thou serve; for
thy business is a jealous business, Robert 'H. Lucas announces that officers were down, and all hands
visiting the iniquity of the man- a deputy from his office will be went on.
They went down the brushy
agement on all connected with it, in Benton, Kentucky on March 2.
but bestowing favors to the third 1927, for the purpose of assisting slope, across a little run, across
and fourth generation on those individual income taxpayers in a road where two heavy Maxims
that love it and keep it command- preparing their returns. 'Mr. 'were caught sitting and mopped,
Lucas states there have been up and up the next long, smooth ,
ments.
II. Thou shalt display thy trier- numerous changes in the income slope.
Some marines branched off
.,andise with loving care, .and tax laws which the.general pubthou shalt not permit thy win- lic may not understand, and that down that road and went into the
dow displays nor thy interior dec- the deputy is sent here for the town of Torcy. There was fightoration n to wax old, tarnish or sole purpose of helping the tax ing in Torcy, and a French avion
payers. The service .will be ab- reported Americans in it, but
dulled n attractiveness.
tIL Thou shalt know thy busi- solutely free; let this deputy they never came out again. . . .
a handful of impudent fellows aness and all its wares; nor shalt help you.
gainst a battalion of Sturmtrup.thou fa0 to impart thy knowledge
pen ... Then the men who mountIs Now an Engineer
to all thy salespeople to the end
that they, too, may be familiar
Mr. George R. Chambers of ed the slope found themselves
with their merits.
Princeton, Ky., son of Mr. Tom in a cleared area, full of orderIV. Thou shalt honor thy cus- and Mrs. Lillie chambers of Pad- ly French wood piles, and appartomer and him only shalt thou ucah is now an engineer. George ently -there was a machine-gun in
serve; that thy profit may be lired in on the road as a fireman /wen. woodpile. Jerry Finnegan.
RESH from New York--- from Chicago=--from
died here, sprawled across one of
great and that thy days in busi- four years ago.
firea
them.
as
HO had great success
Lieutenant Someri% died
ness may be long, in the field
America's leading style centers, come these
man and when he took the exam- here. One lieutenant found himthou has chosen.
V. Thou shalt diligently impart inations for promotion he made self .behind a woodpile, with a
lovely Spring modes .Each style- is strikingly new
big auto-rifleman. Just across
to all thy customers the -real 400.
at
Exam
from
machinery
them,
very
-took
a
near,
He
machinemerits of thy goods, that thy paand individual, and each seems more lovely than the
trens may select therefrom. ac- Paducah Ky. Book of Rules at gun behind another woodpile was
searching for them. The lieutencording to their needs, with in- Evansville, Ind.
other. Such a wealth of color, too. You've never
George was reared near Lone ant, all his world narrowed to
rolligence and satisfaction.
VI. Thou shalt not lie; neither Valley in Marshall county where that little place, peered vainly,for
seen the equal of these. Another appealing feature
about thy sales, nor thy service, he lived till he was called to the a loophole; the sticks were pumping and shaking as the Maxim
nor thy merchasjdise, nor shalt army.
is the extreme lowness of price, considering the exflailed them; bullets rang under
his helmet. "Here Morgan," he
ceptionally high qualip and workmanship. See them
said, I'll poke my tin hat around
this side, and you watch and see
today.
if you can get the chaut-chaut on
them—" He stuck the helmet on
his bayonet, and thrust it out.
it violently
Something struck
Customed Hatching, $3.50 per tray, 96 eggs.
from the point, and the rifle
made his fingers tingle. Thel
Day old Chicks, $10 to $16, per hundred; Depending
chaut-chaut went off, once. In thel
cm Breed.
same breath there was an odd'
noise above him. . . the machinegun. . . he looked up. Morgan's
body was slumping down to its
knees; it leaned forward against
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service

Just Arrived! Our First
Shipment of Spring's Newest
Modes

Commencement Plans Are Made;
Rains Cut Attendance:
Debaters Lose.
The fourth sixth weeks period,
of the present school year,..of the
Hardin Graded and High school
closed, Friday, Feb. llth, The attendance based on enrollment
wae much lower than usueal, due
to continued rains and bad roads.

NE can't feel well when there is
• retention of poisonous waste
in the blood. This is called a toxic
condition, and is apt to make one
tired, dull and languid. Other rymptorus are sometimes toxic backaches
and headaches. That the kidneys are
not functioning properly is often
shown by scanty or burning passage
of secretions. Many people have
learned the value of Doan.Pills,•
stimulant diuretic, when the kidneys
Seem functionally inactive. Everywhere one finds enthusiastic Doan'.
users. Ask your neighbor/

O

DOAN'S Plek
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
11.ehos Milburn Co.. Mk Chem

N. Y.

However the quality of Wo
done by the students was go
as evidenced by the number
the honor roll. The follevil
pupiIs having earned grades 8,
ficiently high average of.. 95 I
cent, for them to be placed
the honor roll.
First Grade•— Mary Elitab•
Crass, Verlean Lyles and Beni
Walters.
Second Grade — Lotrise M
Donald, Margaret Jones, and M
garet Castleberry. A. Third Grade — Edward M
Kellow, Wilma Gardner and M
jorie Mathis.
Fourth Grade — Mable Bro •
David Booker. Ruth . Ann Co,
Willie M
Jones,
Coleman
Lyles, Earline Starks, Nelva
and Lunelle Hartley.
Fifth Grade — Martha S
Boggess, Robert Johnsen and N
Miller Pace. Sixth Grade — Rarity Grif
and Edward Lee.
Eighth — Ruth Booker, Jes.
Farley arid Ellen Henderson.
High, School — Hettie .Watki
Winnie Pace; Arthur Goheen, P
Brown, frwin Norwood, K
Johnston, Clay Copeland, Lilli
Chapman, Blanche Booker, Ver
Smith, Bettye Redden, Bin
Redden, Dorothy Lockman, Agri
Johnston. Beatrice Jones,
Harrison, Johnnie Farley, Net
_Crass arid Pauline Brown.
The present senior elites of ;
Hardin High school is compo
of fifteen members. two Boys a
thirteen girls.
The class met last week a

Since the first gallon was rd t ricd to ru
horseless-carriage down. Main' Succt t,
CROWN GASOLINE has alw3y.
motor fuel. Other motor ttuelb. v:
it)'. have come and gone; bit).
GASOLINE has remained ikt.t !;.
ists. -A pioneer in the
Standard Oil Company is tiii p.
then CROWN GASOLINE is ''Aiwa

STANDARD OIL COM
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY

POLARINE MOTOR
is a high-quality motor oil developed by 1
perience to lubricate better. last longer. and
extreme heat and wear. There's no better
price than POLARINE. -

1937 Auto Rood Mao. oi Alsbanse, PlorMa, O•orrio, Kendall* a
STANDARD bIL COMPANY (1Corearacky) Service Si
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A file of sweating soldiers,
1.tle ted drops, on the beee:Apand
.one burdened with picks and shovels
the fact that the clip sho
charging
The
expended.
round
in addition to bandileers and com. handle was back. He got to his bat gear, came trotting from the
'feet with deliberation, lai& the right. A second lieutenant, a redyoungster,
gun across the woodpile, and dish, rough-looking
three Bache with very slumped up and saluted. " You
• sighted ,
red faces; their eyea looked pale in charge here?" he *aid to the
under their •deep helmets . . . He marine officer. "I'm Lieutenant
gave them the whole clip, and Wythe of the Second Engineers,
they appeared to wilt. Then he with a detachmfrit. I'm to report
came away from there. Later he to you for orders." "Well—capwas in the little run at the foot tain's right up yonder — how
of the hill with three men, all many men you got?" "Twentywounded.- He -never knew how he -two, sir—" "Fine! That makes
got there. It just.happened.
thirty-six of us, includin' me —
Later in the day the lieutenant just flop right here, and we'll
*as back. on the pine-crested hold this line. Orders are to dig
hill, now identified as Hill 142. in here — but that can wait —
Captain • Hamilton was there, one see yonder-7"
two other officers. and a handThose engineers, their packs
-til1 fill of the Forty-ninth and Sixty- went one way and their tool an,.;;•,- seventh companies: ,n semblance ether. and the cast themselves
of a li-ne was organized. • From down happily. •TAVhat range, bud-H• too .iirection of 'Torcy a count- uSin' any windage-7" A
,v cs-at tack kfeveloped: the Bache. hairy non-corn got into his sling
o as filtering cleverly, and form.: and laid out a little pile of clips
somewhere on the:Torc,y roadi
There was always good feelmarines were ing between the marines of the
The
c • e r.
i
; r no. 'slings adjusted. killing Secona division and the regular
1•:ni. "It's a quarter-point right army units that formed it, but
"Naw: not a .bre'ath
wir,lag. (Continued on page 6)
Use zero—"
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15 WILL GRADUATE
FROM HARDIN HIGH
Commencement Plans Are Made;
Rains Cut Attendance;
Debaters Lose.

•

The fourth sixth weeks period,
of the present school year, of the
Hardin Graded and High school
closed, Friday, Feb. 11th. The attendance based on enrollment
was much lower than usueal, due
to continued rains and bad roads.

Keep Eliminative
System Active
Qeed NesbitRaitsircsQood El/tabulate,'
NS can't feel well when there is
a retention of poisonous waste
in the blood. This is called • toxic
condition, and is apt to•make one
tired, dull and languid. Other symptoms are sometimes toxic backaches
and headaches. That the kidneys are
not functioning properly is often
shown by scanty or burning passage
of secretions. Many people have
learned the value of Doan's Pills,•
stimulant diuretic, when the kidneys
seem functionally inactive. Everywhere one finds enthusiastic Doan's
users. Ask your neighbor!

O

DOA N'S

PILLS
60c

Stimulant Dietetic to the Kidneys
Fooasr-lhlilburn Co., Mtg. Chem.,Buffalo. N. Y.

POPULAR PRICED ASHIONS
221 BROADWAY.

Paducah, Ky.
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no more sickness and neither
IN MEMORIAL
However the quality of work voted unanimously to invite Bro.
good,
nor crying. She leaves a
sorrow
was
done by the students
Arthur Fox of the First Baptist
Is a prescription for
On the morning of October the husband and one half brother and
as evidenced by the number on church, Mayfield to preach the
sismy
of
spirit
the
1926,
22nd,
C o 1 d s, Grippe, Flu,
the honor roll. The following baccalaureate sermon We are
myself to mourn her demise.
took
its
Davis
Mrs.
ter,
Martha
"
sufgrades
pupils having earned
I again want to thank my Dengue, Bilious Fever
glad to say that Bro. Pox has alficiently high average of 96 per ready accepted the invitation. ‘light to realms above, and she neighbors for their helpi and
and Malaria.
cent, for them to be placed on , The sermon is to be preached: now walks with me in the flesh •(indness during her sickness and
It kills the germs.
afflictea
been
had
She
no
more.
the honor roll.
eath, may. God's richest blessMay the first at night.
she ngs rest upon all of you is my
First Grade — Mary Elizabeth i The class also voted to invite three years with cancer, but
Crass, Verlean Lyles and Bennie Mr. Walter C. Jetton, principal of bore her sufferiggs with patience. prayer.
All was done for her that loving
He? sister,
Walters.
ITilghman High school to give the hands could do, but it was hard
SUSIE SMITH
Second Grade — Louise Mc- commencement address. He too to give her up. But I look up
invitaDonald, Margaret Joliet', and Mar- has gladly accepted the
through my tears and say, Lord
Testing cattle for tuberculosis
ition. The commencement exer- not my will but thine be done.
goret Castleberry. '1"..
school
the
in
been completed in 32 coun- To break up a cold overnight or
held
has
be
will
cises
McThird Grade — Edward
She was a member of the Christ6th.
and
May
is going forward in 15 to cut short an attack of grippe, inties
auditorium,
Marand
Gardner
Wilma
Kellow,
ian church she lived a faithful
sore throat or tonsillitis, phyinfortunate
feels
according to a re- fluenza,
counties,
other
class
The
jorie Mathis.
druggists are now recomand
sicians
her
until
and
christian
devoted
port of Dr. W. E. Westmorland, mending Calotabe, the purified and
deed in having secured' the ser- death.
,
Fourth Grade — Mable Brown,
state veterinarian. A total of refined calomel compound tablet that.
vices of these able men, for these
She was a kind neighbor always
David Booker. Ruth Ann Cope,
exercises.
cattle in 16 counties were gives you the effects of calomel and
4,765
important
Willie Mae very
Jones,
Coleman
ready to help in time of need, she
combined, without the unpleasyears
this
of
n
in December, and 80,765 salts
tested
Valedictoria
The
ant effects of either.
her home and always- at her
Lyles, Earline Starks, Nelva Gay
loved
Beatby
In
head have now been tested
class will be represented
One or two CaloUtbe at bed-time
and Lunelle Hartley.
post of duty. She spoke to me
counties, which are Cald- with a swallow of water,—that's all.
these
Jones, who has made an avrice
Fifth Grade — Martha Sue erage of 96 per cent plus during several times about dieing, she well Campbell. Daviess, Fayette, No salts, no nausea nor the slightest
eating, work
Boggess, Robert Johnson and Nat her three and one half years in said she was just waiting for the Fleming,
Harrison Interference with your
Greenup,
your cold
morning
Next
pleasure.
or
think
often
I
to
come
go.
to
time
Pace.
Miller
Henry, Jefferson, Lee Logan, has vanished, your system is thorhigh school. The Salutatorian will of
the happy days we spent toMeade, Owen, Union and Warren. oughly purified and you are feeling
Sixth Grade — Ranzy Griffin be represented by Agnes JohnOh! How I miss her, but
gether.
of
fine with a hearty appetite for breakaverage
Ike.
an
Edward
made
and
ston who has
plesse,—no danin the sad and lonely days when
Eighth — Ruth Booker, Jessie 95 per cent plus during her four
Anderson county banks have fast.. Eat what you
ger.
has
God
that
the
I
assurance
feel
been aiding the agricultural aFarley and Ellen Henderson.
years stay in the Hardin high
Get a family package, containing
her with his rightenious
encouraging farmers to full directions, only 35 cents. At any
in
gent
High School — Hettie Watkins, school. There were three pupils crowned
it makes my heart rejoice in a take inventories.
(adv)
drug store.
Winnie Pace, Arthur Goheen, Pat in the class with grades ranging
everybody
met
love.
She
Saviors
Karl
Brown, Irwin Norwood,
from 95.05 to 96.3".
that came with a smile and smilJohnston, Clay Copeland, Lillian
Dorothy Lackman and ,Pauline
oul took its flight to
Chapman, Blanche Booker, Verba Brown have been selected by the ed till her
her
body went to sleep,
and
glory
Binnia
Smith, Bettye Redden,
class to represent the class on
asleep in Jesus to sleep until the
Redden,,Dorothy Lockman, Agnes, the commencement program.
then it gy'ill awake
Johnston, Beatrice Jones, Mae
The Hardin debating team re- resurrection,
and will be like
his
likeness
in
Nelle
Harrison, Johnnie Farley,
presented by: Agnes Johnston,
body.
own
glorious
his
unto
Brown.
Beatrice
Pauline
and
and
Crass
Dorothy Lockman
give our
is
sad
it
to
Oh!
How
The present senior class of the Jones, defending the negative
Victim of Liver Trouble, Nervous Indigestion, Loss of
a kind
she
was.
ones
up,
loved
composed
Hardin High school is
side of the question; Resolved:
good
to
so
she
was
sister,
loving
Sleep, Rheumatism and Run-down Condition,
of fifteen members, two boys and That the Curtis-Reed bill no*
what
but
mu,
so
her
loved
I
me
Finds Long-sought Relief
thirteen girls.
pending in Congress should be
it is to know
The class met last week and enacted- into law, lost to Hazel sweet consotations
Oakley Street,
200
Michael Heim,
if we live for Jesus we will meet
high school, Feb. 11th, we preIndiana,an eiigi neer,says:
Evansville,
day in that home not made
"Telegraphic rheumatism, had stomdict that Hazel will represent some
wipe
and
God
shall
hands,
with
ach and liver trouble had me in terthis section in the final debates
rible shape.
be
shall
tears
there
all
and
away
at Lexington this spring.
"My strength had vanished. When
I waId dizzy spells made me reel.
' And m stomach NVIt8 so upset that I
Seven farmers in Spottsyille
PREVENTS INFECTIONe
couliln cat without bloating up and
community in Henderson county
euffrin4 from tormenting indigesflesh
in
discovery
greatest
4
,The
recently purchased 21 purebred
tion. It eumatic pains in arms and
Borozone,
legs mafle it difficult for me to get
Jerseys in Todd county at an healing is the marvelous
a preparation that comes in liquid
about.JI had almost given up hope of
average of $136 per head.
ever recovering my lost health and
and powder form. It is a combistrength when I took the advice of
nation treatment that not only
friend
and began taking Tartlet-. I recpurifies the wound of germs that
ommend it to all who are ailing.
Fights 18 Years To
cause infection but it heals the
"This tonic worked wonders with
liver. It is Nature's
Get Rid of Gas flesh with extraordinary speed. me. Pain vanished with rheumatism. lion and sluggish
own remedy made from roots, barks
Quickly my old strength returned. I
Bad wounds or cuts which take
and herbs according to the famous
began to have a great appetite and
"I had stomach trouble for 18 weeks to heal with the ordinary
Tanlac formula.
ate everything without a sign of pain.
Banish sickness from your life and
years. Since taking Adlerika I liniments mend quickly under the
Tanlac certainly put me on my feet,
enjoy the benefits of strength and
made me stronger and gave me better
feel better than for years and powerful influence of this wondergolden health. Begin taking Tanlac.
health that I have had in years."
have not been bothered with gas." ful remedy. Price (Liquid) 30s,
The first bottle brings reArtilts that
conpain,
banishes
usually
Tanlac
and
30c
Powder
60c and $1.20.
—L. A. Champion.
Will surprise you. Ask your druggist
builds up strength
and
ailments
quers
for Tanlac--todayl Over 40 ntillion
Even the FIRST spoonful of 80c. 3Sold by
in famished bodies. It relieves the
Nelson-Ford Drum Co., Benton,
system of poison caused by contains,- -laottlm sold
Adlerika relieves gas and often
removes astonishing amount of Kentucky.
old waste matter from the sys•
tern. Makes you enjoy your meals
and sleep better. NO- matter what
you have tried for your stomach
and bowels, Adlerika will surprise
you. V. A. Stilley Drug Co.—F25

666

How Doctors Treat
Colds and the Flu

Evansville Engineer
Rescued by Tanlac

R. E. FOUST
Dentist

Better Teeth
Better Health

Lconeinic•1 Trott tir•ri•tiest

•

lways first
KcausL
ust Arrived! Our First
ment of Spring's Newest
Modes
fri)m New York--- from Chicago---from
:_\mericli's leading style centers, come these
y Spring, modes .Each style is strikingly new
'ndividual, and each seems more lovely than the
Such a wealth of color, too. You've never
•tLt qual of these. Another appealing feature
e extyeme-toWness of price, considering the exquality and workmanship. See them
ouialLy
y•

ES
TO
75

ALWAYS /
BETTER./ /
Year after year CROWN GASOLINE is the
fuel —
:
most Popular motor
Since the first gallon was refined to run the oneilunged
horseless-carriage down Main Street thirty-odd years ago,
CROWN GASOLINE has always been the "best-selling"
motor fuel. Other motor fuels, with claims to superiority, have come and gone, kit year in and out, CROWN
GASOLINE has remained the first choice of most motorists. A pioneer in the development of gasoline, the
Standard Oil Company is still pioneering, so that now as
then CROWN GASOLINE is "Always Better."

HATS
$2.95 TO
$5.95

Genuine Parts
Reduced
Prices!
The COACH

0595
The Touring $
or Roadster -

525

The Coupe

-625

The $edan

- $695

Sport Cabriolet $715
The Landau
1-Ton Truck
(Chassis on14)
2
1
/
-Ton Truck
(Chassis only)

• $745
•

'395

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY

All prices t. o. b. Flint, Mich.

is a high-quality motor oil developed by long practical experience to lubricate better. last longer, and stand up under
extreme heat and wear. There's no better motor oil at any
price than POLARINE.

be had at any
1927 Auto Aricid Maps oi Alabama. Florida. Georgia. Kentucky and Mississippi can
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (Kentucky) Service Station free of charge

Bring your car here for service and you will be sure that
all replacement parts used will be of genuine Chevrolet
manufacture—typically Chevrolet in standard of quality.
You can still further protect your motor car investment by having your maintenance work done by our

Specially Trained Men
Their special training in Chevrolet service methods insures efficient, dependable Chevrolet performance and
economy.

Courteous,Prompt Attention
Our alert attendants, our flat-rate system and our specially-designed Chevrolet tools, enable us to offer courteous,intelligent and prompt service that will,add much
to your satisfaction in Chevrolet ownership.

*495

Balloon Tires Now Standard On
All Models

POLARINE MOTOR OIL

COATS
$10.95 TO
$39.75

our ervwe
insures

Satisfied Owners Make Possible
Our Continued Success

Benton Motor Company
Benton, Kentucky

QUALITY AT LOW COST

7.1n1Y1.

.Ole

7

4
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In Bellequ Woods
BY GALEN H. GOUGH
Member, 6th Machine Gun Battalion.
U. S. Marine Corps

THE T

Mr. Dorothy Wyatt of near
Sharpe will leave Saturday for
Detroit.
Mr. John H. Bondurant principal of Sharpe high school spent
the week end with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Bondurant
of near Brewers.
Miss Edith Downs spent the
week end. with Miss Opal Tyree.
Mr. Ray Powers spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Powers.
Mr. ant Mrs. Frank Rickman
and family of Paducah spent the
week end with Mr. Rickman's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cam Rickman.

burg Saturday.
Mrs Gertie Lamb and son William were in Benton Saturday on
business.
Several around here attended
the party at Ewin Holt's Saturday night.
Little Miss Mary Elizabeth
Lamb is improving after a few
days illness.
Neal Hulen id on the sick list
this week.
Mr. Clint Clark who was operated on fur appendicitis at De':
troit last week still improving at
the last report.
Mrs. Lee Boulen and Son Enos
of Paducah were the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones Saturday.
Paul Anderson left Sunday for
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Chiles
were in flriensburg Saturday af- Detroit to seek employment.
ternoon.
Mrs. Sentha Washburn was rePlentie Holt, Reed Walker, W. turned to her home near Hantlet
T. Hulen, Amos Washburn and after spending several weeks with
Leemon Walker all were business her daughter, Mrs. Will Henson.
Mrs. Euclid Jones of near Dexvisitors in Paducah Wednesday.
Mrs. David Henson is on the ter is visiting her father, Mr.
Henry TuZner of Route 4.
sick list this week.
Mrs. Chester Downing and litAxiaton Allen left for Paducah
tle son Thomas were in Briens
; Wednesday to seek employment.

Van Thompson of Route 2, was
Dr. R. E. Foust and Dr. V. A.
The most interesting chap that conld imagine-lie had hit up evStilley, jr., attended the meeting a business visitor in town Mon- I came in contact with was
a ery nest and in his moments of
of district dentists in Paducah day.
Jewish boy.
laiaon duty had carried the boxes
Friday afternoon.
B. L. Trevathan and daughter, This boy was indeed a mystery o the position—figuring on the
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Midyett are Margaret, were visitors in May- and to everyone in the company oncoming drive. Anyhow, with
In St. Louis this week buying field Tuesday.
more of a mascot than a soldier. with his territory were found
new merchandise for Gatlin-FerMr. George, of Mayfield, was Until one day and—then, he prov- over 200 scattered bodies he had
Jerson Co.
In Benton on business Wednes- ed himself a real man, a soldier dropped, with over 20 recognized
'Low price on lard by the can, day.
and hero. His entrance into the snipers by their outfits.
at Morgan & Heath.
So from that day on the JewG. A. Thompson, assistant cash company was something of a joke
• Sylvan Clark, of Henderson, reier of the Bank of Benton, was a to us all. He had been with the ish chap was a soldier of fame
turned home Sunday afternoon
"mule skinners" outfit, the ma- and from the mejor received a
,yird,tor in Paducah Tuesday.
after spending several days in
chine gun company having mule recommendation for the DistingBob Austin, of Route 3, was in
the county with home folks.
skinners to carry the old-fashion- uished Service Medal.
tchelt on business Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Mohler, of
ed Hotchkiss machine guna.
lie no longer held the position
"Gold Medal" field seeds, FerDetroit, are the parents of a fine
He
was
of
short
stature,
dumpy
of
ammunition carrier .but inry's and Crossman's garden nee&
baby.
and awkward as possible for a stead was given the rank of corNew patterns of floor covering ad Leenard's bulk seed at Mor- human being to be. The comic poral and later, sergeant.'
gan,& Heath.
and congoleum rugs, velvet and
sheet of Abe Kibble must have
He carried his section into
J. W Young and sons, Lawaztainiatet :rugs at special prices
been originated from his person- victory, completing the Belleau
rence and Terry, of Calvert City
at Morgan & Heath.
ality. In fact, this same Jewish Wood drive.
Route 2, were business visitors
boy came out of the comic strip
Dr. John W. Carr, dean of the
Upon returning home, while in
in Pentoni. Wednesday.
Murray State Normal , spent Satinto the realm of admiration.
New York City, as luck would
Golden York. of Hardin Route
urday afternoon in Benton.
While in the town of Lucy le have it, I ran into this same man
Edward Nelson and Bill Pace 2, transacted,business here Wed- Bocague, je came to me, asking and he was, to my surprise, dressneaday.
motored to Hopkinsville Saturfor my extra ammunition. I gave ed to faskion—a handsome litle
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Mordis are
day afternoon to spend. a few
it to him; he them was an am- fellow—"milick and span."
the parents of a baby daughter;
days.
munition carrier, the last of the
I chatted for a while with him
Extra special price en 9x12 Mildred Louise.
squad and least in importance..... and was invited to his home. I
Calvert Tichenor, of Calvert
felt base rugs at Morgan and
I paid no attention to where he entered into a Jew's home but,
City, was in town on business
Heath.
was going but in three hours I strange to say, a Christian home.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Creason Wednesday.
had received word that he was at He said he had been converted
John Nimmo and son of Benand children, of Brookport, spent
the edge of Triangle • Farm "a- as a Christian '!Over There."
the week end here with relatives. ton Route 4, transacted business lone" with a deserted machine
In his home was all the luxurR. R. McWaters who is employ- in Benton Thursday.
gun, a position that had teen de- ies possible.
Chick founts,
feeders, leg serted
ed in Paducah, spent the week
due to constant bombardAfter dinner I was taken out
bands, rolled oats, oyster shells
a
end here with his family.
ment.
for
a drive in a luxurious car.
and incubators at Morgan\ and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith
Anyhow at three thirty the Ger- When I left him he handed me
mor
, mans made a drive and
and children spent the week end Heath.
this chap I his card, he was none other than
John
Houston of Calvert City held a position
In Calvert City with relatives.
covering a quarter an owner of one of New York's
J. K. Chandler of Benton Route Route 1, was a businetsa visitor to a half a mile with a constant largest stores—this man who
7, transacted business here Mon- in Benton Thursday. ,
shower of fire from his gun. fought in Belleau Wood and was
-PADUCAH,
G. A. Bailey was in Murray on Where
KENTUCKY
day.
he got the ammunition I once a "mule skinner."
business
Thursday.
Dr. Hess poultry tonic and
Walko tablets for little chicks, , A large number attended religious services Monday night at the Thursday night, Feb. 17. All had crowd attended and
at Morgan & Heath.
bountiful
Takes pleasure in introducing
T. I. Smith of Route 1, was home of Mr, and Mrs. J. C. Hicks a very nice time. Those present dinner was served.
in North Benton. The sermon was
In Benton, Monday.
were:
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Canup,
The pupils of Sharpe high
Mrs. L. S. Wilson, of Olive was delivered by Elder Joe Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Peck, Mr. and school have been engaged in a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
E.
Fisher,
a visitor in Benton Monday afterof Paducah, attended funeral and Mrs. Yank Rudd and family, lively magazine selling contest.
noon.
James T. Fields of Route 4, burial services for Mrs. D. C. Mrs.Julie Canup and children, The school was composed of 3
As
a
teams, the Blue, Red and ,Green.
member
of
our
sales
organization.
transacted business here Mon- Strow here Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Siress, Misses
The
When
you
Green
go
Moror
being
send
to
victorious
was
day.
Triva Norsworthy, Mildred SirL. Burnham of Benton Route 6, gan & Heath for burial outfits ess, Mamie Slaughter, Ernestine given a party Thursday night by
Miss Barnes, a former ,resident of Benton, Ky., comes\
you will find the quality you
the Blue and Red. The games,
was in Benton Monday.
Siress,
Beadie
Peck,
Ru.dd,
Edith
to
Lowenthal's
from a large Burlington, Ia., ready-to-wear
want at a price you are willing
stunts, and contests were very
Loise Darnall,
Floyd Canup, much
store
where
she
was employed in an executive capacity.
to pay.
enjoyed.. The proceeds obFrank Siress, Clay and Joe NelMiss Barnes had previously been identified with similar
tained from the selling contest
Miss Naomi Goheen, of Birmson, Jack English, Ray Slauithestablishments in St. Louis and Memphis.
ingham, will leave soon for Butwhich were $27.50 will be used in
ter, John Eukie Darnall, Rudy
'er, ill., for a visit with relatives.
purchasing books for the library.
We extend an invitation to Miss Barnes' friends in
Siress, Wilson Pierce, Bill ELIThe O'Henry and Emerson
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Reed, Mrs.
Benton and Paducah, and fo the public generally, to visit
wards, Edgar Siress, Clifton, Darschool societies met Friday, Feb.
Robert Lowenthal
and Harry nall, Charlie'
her at this store.
Slaughter, WfArin 18, and
Wilson, of Paducah, attended
each rendered an interestPace, Hoy Thcmpson„1. T. and
funeral and iburial services for
ing program.
Robert Norsworthy and Raymond
Mrs. D. C. Strow here Wednesday.
The Masonic Lodge met SaturDarnall.
day night.
Miss Mary Ely. who is attendThomas Siress finished striping Bethel College at HopkinsMr. Earl Norman was a busioing his 1926 crop of tobacco
ville, attended funeral and burial
ness visitor in Paducah Monday.
Wednesday night, Feb. 16 ato a
seevices for her aunt, Mrs. D. C.
tobacco
stripping at his barn.
Strow, here Wednesday .
Like ate physician we
A community meeting was
are always ready to anheld at Church Grove school
11111111111111111111•11111111110111111•1111111."
hc
use
Monday
night,
Feb.21
for
swer a call, at any hour
the purpose of' organizing a junof the night or day. It
John Edd Barnes, little son of ior club. It was .conducted by the
is our business to serve
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes is county agent. &large crowd was
present.
ill
at their home near here.
immeiAiately when our
Church Grove is organizing a
Will and Edd Norsworthy and
services are required, we
junior
club and we are hoping to
Huddle Putman have been gravelcan at all times'be reaching the road between Church succeed in getting the'camp down
here again this year.
Grove and Benton this week.
ed by telephone,
Fonzo
Harper carried a load of
Mid and Frank Stress and Mr.
Avery Green were in Sharpe on tobacco to Paducah the latter
part of last week.
business Tueslay.
Prince Staples carried a load
Alt that attended *'the % danee
given at Mr. Harlie Canup' t Feb. of tobacco to Paducah last
}5, reported it as the best this Thursday.
*inter.
- George
Washington
Junior
Funeral Directors and
'Myers, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
From a financial standpoint and for the welfare of your family
Embalmers
G. W. Myers is recovering fr m
A rural comedy-drama in three
there is nothing finer than to build your own home. It is the greatest
a short illness at his home n
acts, "Deacon Dubbs" will me givinfluence
Both Phones
toward the best family life For success and happiness—OWN
Church Grove.
en in the Sharpe school auditorA large crowd attended t
YOUR
OWN
- HOM E!
ium Saturday night, Feb. 26, 1927.
party at Mr. Carrell Darnall's The cast of characters
is as follows:We shall be glad to furnish detailed information and estimates
Deacon Dubbs — frormsorghum
about any kind of building. Spring will -soon be here and now is the
center — James Bouland.
Amos Coleman — A young lawtime to start planning_
yer — Lionel Solomon,
Rowden Crowley — Wolf in
Whatever yolo lieed 'for Wilding or repairing let us figure on
Sheep's clothing — Wilford Walker.
your material.
Major McNutt — Auctioneer—
Lorenza Lecky.
Deuteronomy Jones — A country product — Renloe -Rudolph.
Rose Raleigh — Brave little
school ma'am — Zilpha Hancock.
Miss Philipene Popover _— In
love with the Deacon — Alice
4110 Powell.
"The Home of Good Wood ,Goods"
Aft, Emily Dale — Richest girl in
B1'..\TON,
w
A
KFN I TChl
,town — Bertha Mae Solomon.
Trixi Coleman — Full of misIF
chief — Charlotte 'Solomon.
Yennie Yensen —`Hired girl
from Sweden — Verda Pace.
Plenty of music will be furnishod between acts.
a ' The- boys and girls basketball
;a teams are prepakring for the dis.
1 trict tournament to be held in
•Paducah March 4th and 5th.
O
The community club held a
•
business meeting Thursday even.
. .
.
.
ing mainly in interest of equipping the school building with
,
electric lights.
Calvert City, Ky.
'Anil
The Ouarterly meeting was
I. held at the Oakland M. E. church
Sunday February 20. A large

CALVERT CITY

Utility Co., left Tuesda,
tawo after speeding a. •
in interest of the Ciai
Ste the Most Beluga
Rev. H. C. Barnes filled his
regular appointment here'at Bap- rolet in Chevrolet His
tist church Sunday and Sunday on display at Tichenor
Company.
night. . ,
Mr. A. Wilson, road •
Misses Mae Rogers, Ernestine
Tisdale and Messrs. Lawrence of this division of-1. C.
Farmer, William Pace and Albert and Mrs. Jease• Wilson
Eley of Benton were pleasant ily, Mr. and Mrs. Fr.
and family of Prince
callers in our town Sunday.
See the Most Beautiful Chev- were the v4t•ek end gnes
rolet in Chevrolet History, now and Mrs. artin Wilsor,
Mr. L. Lk Eggner of
on display at Tichenor Chevrolet
Ill., left Tuesday after ,
Company.
Miss Argania Holland and bro- a few days witt his fa
ther Woodrow, spent Sunday with . Misses Mabel Miller
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mar.? me Nash attended the
It Reidland Saturday nt
vin. Holland of Birmingham.
Mr. Newbern Faughn of JackMiss Clara Belle He
son, Miss., visited relatives here Mrs. L. L. Provine of
S
wuruali
dnsadryai.ny
ville were in Calvert
ernon Dew of Route 2, evening.
Calvert on business SatMr. (;. ' L. Draffen ,of
fen Motor Co.; Spent se.
Mrs. Loyd flora, Mrs. Joe in Mayfield on blights
Dezern, and Mrs. Joe Houston week.
were in Paducah shopping ThursMrs. J. G. Smith an,
day.
were the guest 'of rela.
Measrs. Louis Lilly, E. L. Saturday and Sunday.
Cooper and C. B. (.ox of Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. W.'
were ere Saturday on business.
Paducah were visitors
Mr. A. B. Cowell of Paducah, Sunday.
.
was a business visitor here Fri- , Miss Gladys Kennedy
day.
I ing a few days at borne
Mr. Jack Richardson of Padu- with her parents, M.r.
cah wer here on business Wednt 11- Frank, Kennedy of Rau
day.
has been attending high .
Mr. T. E. risher of South Bend. Boaz with Prof. and M
Ind., and Mr. J. C. Thompson of Ford.
Lexington, Ky.. emplio4.s of Ky.
Tichenor Bro• •• e)v
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NOTICE FARMERS

IV

NEW BRICK RECP
STATION from the association and are no operat,
loose leaf floor. This is the same house we used last
We have

Miss Frances Barnes

NIGHT

•

rented

the

We will appreciate your patronage and prow
give our personal attention to all tobacco sold ors
floor.

RICHARDSON & MIZELL
Mayfield, Ky.
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The House
Cleaning Sale

Closing Saturday
•
•
Feb. 26 at
•
J.M• Tichenor & Son

Jr-

0. Brandon Lk. Co.

•
5

•

•
a

—411.

77.1.

We carry everything you need
baby chicks.
- Corno starting mast?, • corno ro
oats, corno chick scratch'', corno lay
mash, pearl grit, oyster- shells and p°.
ered char-coal. k,
Chick Founts, chick feeders. ell
brooders and chicken hovers.
Calvert City flour and brat,.
dairy feed, seed oats.
American field fence and
wire, poultry netting.

CO ,

gar,

Genuirle Oliver and Vulcan plows
repairs also International Disc-harro
Look over your farm implements •
see what irepairs you need and pinee vi
order or same and save time.

Gatlin-Fergerson C
WATCHES
CLOCKS
JEWELRY

• pENTON,
KENTUCKY

TRUNItS
HAND BAG'
SUIT CAS )•

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)
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leave
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Mr. ,John H Bohdurant prinSeveral around here attended
vipal of Sharpe highschool spent
,
party at Ewin bit's Saturparents
his
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with
the week end
Mr. and Mrs. George Bondurant day night.
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,f near Brewers.
Little Miss Mary Elizabeth
e
Miss Edith Down:4 spent the Lamb iA improving after a few
uf eek end with Miss Opal' Tyree. days illness.
xes
Sunday
Neal Hulen is on the sick list
the - Mr. Ray ,Powers spent
Mrs.
week.
and
this
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ith her parents
with
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Powers
George
Mr. Clint Clark who was opernd
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Mr.
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last
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of
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family
'and
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report.
par's
last
the
week end with Mr. Rickman
Jew- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Cam Rickman. . Mrs. Lee BOulen and Son Enoa
of Paducah were the guest of
fame
Mr. and M. Tom Jones Satured
day.
tinsPaul Anderson left Sunday for
Mr. and Mrs. Clov is Chiles
it U)fl
ft) seek employment.
urg Saturday al- 'Detroit
in- were in Briensb
Mrs. Sentha Washburn was reicor- Ler noon.
to her home near Hamlet
Plentie Holt, Reed Walker, W„ turned
g several weeks with
spendin
after
into T. Hulen, Amos Washburn and her daughter, Mrs. Will Henson.
leau Leemon Walker all were business
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is visiting her father, Mr.
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Mrs. David Henson is on the
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Turner' of Route 4.
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a

member
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sales

have Sunday school at 1:3$ p. m.
10 o'cleck.
EVENING
Utility Co., left Tuesday for Kut- load of Chevrolet's Monday. The
Hymn, 11 — "My Savior's
On preaching days at Oak instead of 10 a. m.
tawo after spending e week here automobile business seems to be
C. V. STACKS, Pastor.
Love."
thriving in our town.
Level and Churcn Grove they
in interest of the Company.
Be
Shall
There
—
44
BenHymn,
Co. Supt. Roy Chumbler of
See the Most Beautiful ChevRev. H. C. Barnes filled his
Monday on business. Showers of Blessings."
here
now
,
was
ton
History
et
Chevrol
in
rolet
regular appointment her at BapPrayer.
Master Roy Draffen has been
at Tichenor Chevrolet
tist church Sunday and, Sunday on display
Scripture Lesson, let Chapter
sick with a severecold..the past
y.
Crest-Cote Poultry Farm & Hatchery
Compan
night.
James.
naw.
of
ng
improvi
is
A. Wilson, road supervisor week, but
BENTON. KY.
Misses Mae Rogers, Ernestine
Announcements and Offering.
See the Most Beautiful Chey•
division of I. C. R. R., Mr.
this
of
Assur
Blessed
Tisdale and Messrs. Lawrence
—
96
Hymn,
Wilson and fam- rolet in Chevrolet History, now
Farmer, William Pace and Albert and Mrs. Jesse
Fred Ashley m display at Tichenor Chevrolet ance."
Mrs.
Eley of Benton were pleasant ily, Mr. and
Sermon — "Apples of Gold in
and family of Princeton, Ky., Company.
Custom Hatching, 4 cents per egg. Baby Chicks,
Silver."
callers in our town Sunday.
Mr. Owen Davis of Princeton, Pictures of
were the week end guests of Mr.
heavy breed, $14.00; Leghorn, $13.00 per hundred.
Hymn, 13 — "Wonderful Words
See the Most Beautiful Chev- and Mrs. Martin Wilson.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Thtvis.
rolet in Chevrolet History, now
'examina- of Life."
Let us book your order now and get them when you
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want them. We set 1500 eggs every Saturday, and have
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a few days with his family here. Evansville district
met
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John Johnston, after the
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ville were in Calvert Saturday boys. Their per cent was 100 per lessons were recited, at 11 o'clock
Sunday.
had our communion service, Bro.
cent for engineering.
Mr. Vernon Dew of Route 2, evening.
Miller presiding. Releasing
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passed
Mr. Lionel Straut
was in Calvert on business SatMr. G. L. Draffen of the Drafillow Firm a Foundation",
hymn,
aftery
Saturda
days
through Calvert
urday.
fen Motor Co., spent several
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were in Paducah shopping ThursMrs. J. G. Smith and childre day to spend a
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above
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day.
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Mrs.
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of
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Mrs. Boyce
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respect
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These Are .1crer-day Specials
were visitors in Calvert T. J. Vickers of. Gilbertsville were
were ere Saturday on business.
been there. Ser25c
pleasant visitor* Monday after- was good to have
Mr. A. B. Cowell of Paducah, Sunday.
5lbs. Great Northern Bean*
Day. A hearty
Lords
every
vices
25c
spendis
y
noon.
was a business visitor here Fri-, Miss Gladys Kenned
Powder
Baking
t
Calume
35c Can
invitation is given to all. A real
40c
week
this
home
at
days
few
a
day.
ling
Sorghum Mollasses, per gal. ........
welcome awaits you. Come!
Mk
Mr. Jack Richardson of Padu- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bertha Henderson; age 40, wife
'
Sweet Potatoes, per bu.
25c
cah wer here on business Wednes- Frank Kennedy of Route 1. She of Ed Henderson .of Birmingham,
for
cans
3
Merry War Lye,
Primitive Baptisis
Birming
at
Buried
17c
at
22.
school
high
Feb.
ng
died
attendi
, has been
day.
Coal Oil, per gallon
Mt. Moriah.
25c
,
Mr. T. E. Fisher of South Bend, Boaz with Prof. and Mrs. Homer ham cemetery, Feb. 23rd. Leaves
Soap, 7 bars for
ay
Star
Saturd
second
days
Meeting
.
25c
one son.
,
Ind., and Mr. J. C. Thompson of Ford.
:
'
for'
bars
6
P. & G. Soap.
and Sundays of each month.
a
25c
car
d
receive
r
Bros.
Ticheno
Lexington, Ky., employes of Ky. I
J. W.
3 bars Palmolive and 1 bar free for
25c
Silvan Clark of Henderson, Ky. Elders E. M. Besheare and
to
No. 2 Tomatoes. 3 cans for
want
you
If
.
23c
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Ola Lomax pastors
_.
...
....
.........
...
for
Cans
'2
No. 2 1-2 Tomatoes.
know what the primitive baptists
25c
Clark of Route 4.
No. 2 1-2 Libbys Kraut. 2 cans for ,,
believe, come and listen you are
10c
.•,
Country Gentleman Corn
welcome.
NEW ZION
12.50
Goodyear all-weather 29x4.40 balloon casings
Geo. W. Dalton.
10.50
......
..._......
casing
Goodyear all-weather Cord 30x3 1-2
Church Clerk
6.75
.
There was a candy making at
Pathfinder 30x3 1-2 casings
Mies Victoria Thweatt's Sunday
HOES.
OVERS
all
25 per cent off on
BREWERS CIRCUIT
25c
night, after eating the candy they
We have rented the .NEW BRICK RECEIVING
That good Pilgrim Coffee, per pound
Church
E.
T:i
M.
present
Those
games.
10c
played
a
.
Matches, 3 boxes
Pleasant Grove, preaching each
STATION from the association and are now operating
10c
were: Clifford Thweatt, Lotus
color
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polish,
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Jet Oil shoe
t
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10c
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loose leaf floor. This is the same house we used
4
evshoe palish, any color
school
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o'clock,
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10c
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color
2 in 1 shoe polish any
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25c
.
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Salmon, 2 cans for
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Brewers, each
•
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamb who
We will appreciate your patronage and
Come in
ng at 11
You will find all goods priced in proportion.
are leaving for Cleveland Wed- fourth Sunday, preachi
tobacco sold over the
Sunevery
school
Sunday
give our personal attention to all
o'clock,
and sees.
nesday have been in on a months
day at 10 o'clock.
flOOT.
vacation.
Oak Level, preaching first Sunafternoon at 2 o'clock, Sunday
NOTICE
each Sunday at 10 o'school
day
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I have a car of
clock.
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potato
the
have
hand. I
Church Grove, 2nd Sunday af)3riensburg, Ky.
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Ky.
2
o'clock,
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,
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and get all you want.
Sunday school every Sunday at I
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organization.

affs's Barnes. a former resident of Benton, Ky., comes
t. Lowenthal's from a larg4 Burlington, Ia., ready-to-wear
-;are where she was employed in an executive capacity.
miss Barnes had previously been identified with similar
stablishments in St. Louis and Memphis.

NOTICE FARMERS

Rip Fiser

RICHARDSON & MIZELL

We extend an invitation to Miss Barnes' friends in
Benton and Paducah, and to the public generally, to visit
her at this store.
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CHUItCH NEWS
Benton M E. Church, South

•
NI '

We carry everything you need for
baby chicks.
d
- Corno starting mash, corno rolle
oats, corno chick scratch, corno laying
mash, pearl grit, oyster shells and powd-

•-•.i:ftttat and .for the welfare of your family
..:id your own home. It' is the greatest
\ life For -success and happiness--OWN

ered char-coal.
Chick Founts, chick feeders, chick
brooders and chicken hovers.
Calliert City flour and bran, corno

j.etailed informatiiin and estimates
l! soon IA: here and now is the

figure

dairy feed, seed oats.
American field fence ...43\nd garden
wire, poultry netting.
Genuine Oliver and Vulcan plows and
repairs also International Disc-harrows.
Look over your farm implements and

andon Lk. Co.
Home of Good) Wood Goods"

see what repairs you need and place your
order for same and save time.

Gatlin-Fergerson CoWATCHES
CLOCKS
JEWELRY

ii

BENTON,
KENTUCKY

TRUNKS
HAND BAGS
SUIT CASES

The infant child of Mrs. Alt:e
Barnes which Fitts been ,seriously
ill is reported improved.
We had 153 present at Sunday
schocl last Sunday. All officers
and teachers were present. A fine
report.
The_Treae Lumber Co., GatlinFergerson's store and the Marshall County Bank placed a quarter page Church ad in the paper
last week. Thanks to these firms
and especially to Brother John
Midyett who suggestted the ad.
If more of our business men
would take the church interest to
heart it would- be a new day in
Zion.
There will be preaching at the
usual hour 10:45 next Sunday
morning. We certainly hope to
have more of the Sunday school
remain for church, service than
we had last Sunday. Let us try to
urge-Itgain that the preaching
service is the main thing in the
Church or it has no•place at all.
Mrs. Maggie Dycus who has
been ill for several days is improved.
Next Sunday is the day to complete the Special Missionary Program. By all means let us be present with ' a contribution to it
worthy cause.
- The Mission Study class was
completed last week at the parsonage with very good interest.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sunday school 930 a. m.; Epm.
worth League
-Preaching 10:45, 7:00 p. m.
Hymn, 654 — "0 Zion Haste."
'Apostles' Creed.
Prayer, Conculdinsr with Lord's
Prayer.
Hymn. 655 — "From Greenland's Icy Mountains.
Lesson from Old Testament' —
Psalm 76.
Gloria Patri.
Lesson from New Testament-1st Chapter of 1st These.
Announcements and Offering.
Special — "Some Day the
Silvery Cord. Will Break."
Sermon — "The' Kingdom
Coming."
Hymn, 633 — "From all the
Dark Places.
Doxology and Apostolic Benediction.

••••••••••••••.••••••••
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o To Church
& Sunday School
Sunday!
•

i

II
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of your
Some where in Marshall county is the church rting
its
suppo
preference. Are you attending its services and live in?
efforts to make Marshall county a better place to
unity,
You owe it to yourself, your family and the commchoic
e.
your
whose benefits you enjoy, to support the church of
e one
Burke said:- "Surely the church is a place wher
ns and animosiday's truce ought to be allowed to the dissent
ties of mankind.
and Sunday
The best excuse for absence from chiirch servi
ce may
The
school is not sb-good as actual attendance. excus
e
save your soul but it is not likely that the
ng SunGo to Church and Sunday School This Coini
day and Each Sunday Thereafter.'
FOLLOWING FIRMS:THIS SP CE CONTRIBUTED BY THE

Bank of Benton
Cox's Cash & Carry
V. A. Salley Drug Company

1

TILE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRA

I Bel,ton, It v.I

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1927

THE TRIBUN
_

cross- vanished in a ruddy cloud-betthis way, First-aid, for the love maniac non-corns, instructors in and east, curious shapes-"Look hedge and were at another
gotten it in the
of God!" . . .
this and that. Bayonet drills - like a elephant's head, bows on roads. "Fall out here an' form ter than if he'd
Late in the afternoon a great "Come on, now; lemme hear you- wit' his ears out, don't they, ser- combat packs. Leave your stuff belly and rolled around screamf
uproar arose to the right. There 'What do we wash our bay'nets geant?" The tall non-corn replace- under the hedge. Take one blank- ing. . . There were no more
I:.
a
was more artillery up now, more in?-German blood V-Aw-sing ment officer in charge: "We'll et. Come on-quickly, now!-an' shells-"Say, you know, I saw
machine guns, more of every- out like you meant it, you dam' stop here, sir. Boche sausages don't bunch up!-" The replace- arm an' a rifle goin' up wit' that
thing. The Third Battalion of the reptarements! I'll swear, it's a yonder - observation balloons- ments formed combat packs ex- burst-I-who was he, anyway?"
CONTINUED NEX'T WEEK
Sixth marines and the Third bat- shame to feed animals like you see the whole country. We'll wait pertly, remembering Parris is"Smartly,
and
land
Quantico.
Ls•
In
the
Fifth
attacked
the
Dascribwil
of
talion
to the Germans-" Gas-mash drill till dark."
The War at Cies• Ramo
marlimbis Smuts by am Ogire, of Si,. Merlon
The Caldwell County Poultry
town called Bouresches and the -"Take more than five seconds, The detachment was glad to now! Come by here, fill your
wood known as Bois de Belleau. an' you maw gets a gold star- fall out, off the road. The sun set pockets-each man take two boxes Association contracted to furnish
They attacked? across the open, Now!-the gas-alert position-0, after' awhile, and the day drows- hard bread-Where'll \ you carry purebred eggs to a Hopkinsville
losing hideously. Platoons were for Gawd's sake, you guy, you ed into the long twilight, Present- them? How in hell doi I know- hatchery from Jan. 1 to July 1.
shot down entire.
wit' the two left feet-" "But ly the sergeant said: "We can There!"
Two goods boxes sat close toThe fourth annual canvass of
Lieutenant Robinson got into sergeant, I find that I have a move now, sir." The replacements
between
filed
and
men
the
gether,
bull owners will be made
scrub
ertain
alSergeants
difficulty-"
conversation.
moved, making no
Bouresches, with twenty men out
Capt.
them. One box had dried prunes in Campbell county the first
so swear terribly. . . There was
them
led
road
started,
country
who
hundred
little
A
some
of
JOHN W. THOINASON, Jr.
stop! week in March.
threw the Boche out, and held it. every kind of drill, eight hours off the highway. They passed a in it, the other bread. Don't
down
that
stop!
road,
Right
Don't
it,
police
a
work.
of
and
day
few
a
the
in
where
shattered farmhouse
They gained a footing
keep movin'!"
rocky ledges at the edge of the
Rumors of great battles in the soldiers lounged in the duck, "Re- an'
Out over the woods a sound
Sickly, Peevish Children.
es:o.x......esk.e.st.a.essissoesoiess..*
Bois de Belleau, suffering much north. Glum and sad civilians- gimental, sir. Gets shelled a lot.
was a °Children suffering from intesnew
started
a
It
sound.
to
you
expect
don't
they
a
air,
be
was
No,
believed to
from what
they were glum and sad every(Continued from page 2)
a tinal worms are cross, restless and
machine-gun nest at this point. where in France, that spring of report. Somebody on the road to rumbling whine, it grew to
just
77
a
down
crashed
and
roar,
unhealthy. There are other sympthe marines and the Second en- They tried to leave it and go on, 1918-talking in anxious groups meet you. . . "A little group of
cloud
A
the
beyond
crossroads.
however. If the child is
toms,
a
ditch.
got
ever
the
of
watch
I
rose
out
with a containing force to
after the town crier with his officers
gineers - "Say, if
night leaped up pale, has dark rings under the
Another troop yawning. They looked slack and blacker than the
drink, a Second engineer can it; they found that the whole drum passed.
shot with red fire-"Lie down, eyes, bad breath and takes no
train that was carelessly left a- tired. "Replacement column? You
have half of it! - Boy, they dig wood was a machine-gun neat.
all
hands!" Another landed at interest in play, it is almost a cerall
Yes-assignment
roads
charge?
trenches and mend
Night descended over a tortur- longside a train containing the in
the air was full of singing tainty that worms are eating away
once;
night, and they fight all day! An' ed area of wheat and woodland, wine ration for some French, made back in Birgade. You'll go
The men, flat on their ita vitality. The surest remedy
particles.
when us guys get all killed off, lit by flares and gun-flashes, division, the papers in which too, Henry: Your battalion gets a
the
faces,
in
dark, waited numbly for worms is White's Cream Vermfive
with
over
seventy,
take
and
hundred
they just come up an'
flailed by machine-guns, and in cases are probably still accumulathe
for
next
order. There were a ifuge., It is positive destruction
the war! They's no better folks two many places pitiful with cry- ting. Camions after that. The officers. Take 'em off the head of
all around the to the worms but harmless to the
dozen
or
shells
so
anywhere than the engineers. . . ing of wounded who had lain all replacements debussed late of R the column-tell Major Turrill-"
place.
The
hit between Cild. Price 35c. Sold by •
last
one
The detachment followed the
the day untended in a merciless June afternoon and went up a
Nelson-Ford Drug Co., Benton/
a man
boxes
where
two
the
goods
CHAPTER II
sun. Stretcher bearers and com- great white road between exactly officer called Henry, who set was lying. The boxes and the man Kentucky.
The Boche wanted Hill 142; he bat patrols roamed over it in tKe spaced populars. They marchea what they considered an immodcame, and the rifles broke him, dark. Water parties and ratio first in column of squads, then erate pace. He passed the word.
and he came again. All his bat- parties groped back from forward in column of files, platoons on Don't bunch up; if a plane comes
teries were in action, and always positions over unknown trails. opposite sides of the empty road. over Icw, don't look up at it-he
his machine-guns scourged the There were dog-fights all over At the crest of a slope the column can see your faces; no smokin',
place, but he could not make head the place, wild alarms, and hy- stopped. You could see, hanging an don't talk-"
They went through a gap in ri
against the rifles. Guns he could sterical outbreaks Isf rifle-fire. It above the skyline to the north
understand; he knew all about was the same with "the Boche; he
-tbombs and auto-rifles and ma- knew the ground better, and he
chine-guns and trench-mortars, was determined to repossess it.
Benton, Ky.
but aimed, sustained rifle fire, His people filtered back through
that Comes from nowhere in par- the American strong points, for
February 8th, 1927.
ticular and picks off men-it the marines did not hold a con$ 25.00
brought the war home to the in- tinuous line; isolated positions Monroe Hendrickson, to six months allowance
84.00
dividual and demoratized him.
were connected by patrols and John T. Henson, Pauper to date
127.1(,
Toward mid-day, this sixth of machine-guns laid for interlock- W. A. Duese. Fees to date
3.40
C. R. Smith, Recap. adding Machine Ribber'
June, 1918, the condition around ing
fire.
.
27.10
Hill 142, stabilized. A small acsst the southern angle of Hill Ryan Miller, Nails etc.
30.04
tion, fought.by battalions over a 142 the Forty-ninth company put Light & Power, Jan. L. & P.
12.00
limited area of no special import- out a listening post - one man E. C. Ross, Inquest Sol Brown
213.50
ance, it gave the Roche something down the slope a little way, to J. M. Johnson, Coal
6.00
new to think about, and it may be watch for visitors. In the night C. R. Smith, To balance Class Ex
that people who write histories there was a trampling, a grunt, Dr. L. L. Washburn, three Ex. Sut Fergerson, Herman Cox,
9.00
"Boche!" Carl Walker
will date an era from it.
and one scream
Between attacks the stretcher- At once the hill blazed into ac- H. E. Mathis, dinner J. 0. Johnson juror
4.85
19.00
bearers and the Red Cross men tion - weary men, overspent, T. D. Folks, Nails etc.
on both sides did their utmost they fired into the dark until H. A. Miller, Car for J. 0. Johnson Jury
6.00
for the wounded who were scat- their pieces were hot. And after, Pete Egner, car for J. 0. Johnson jury
6.00
J. P. Stilley
Fred Filbeck
tered through the wheat around they found the listening post fel- Joe Rayburn, car for J. 0. Johson jury
6.00
the hill, and who now, under the low, bayoneted. And down the hill Street Smith, 1 1-2 team on road
4.50
torture of stiffening wounds and a little huddle of new dead. Not C. B. Cox, Co. Atty.
50.00
the hot sun, began to cry out. As all the rifle fire had gone astray. H. H. Rayburn, Co. Judge
66.67
you
the afternoon advanced,
100.00
Back in brigade, officers bent John A. Henson, Co. road agent
heard pitiful voices, little and over maps and framed orders for C. R. Smith, Sal F. C.
33.32
....... ......
thin acroos the fields: "Ach, Him- a stronger attack on the Bois de W. A. Duese, Sal Pub. Custodian
60.82
mel, hilt hilf! Brandighe! Liebe Belleau at dawn. . . Birgade was Dr. Sam Henson, Pub. Health officer
8.34
. First-aid written also to Division: "
Gott, brandighel"_
H. E. Hendricks,
75.00
casualties severe . . . figures on W. L. Gibson, Mdse. for jail
3.95
When Owen Bros., Removes It.
replacefor
call
V.
base
Dr.
A.
to
Stilley,
Sup.
'which
etc.
27.75
=KLING.
A SPLENDID
10.95
*That tired, half-sick, discour- ments will be substituted as soon G. 0. Beal, B. W.
Tim Henderson, 1272 B L
Simple. Just send your clothes
as possible . . ."
31.85
aged feeling caused by a torpid *
* * * * * * •
Clell
B.
W
Burkeen,
6.75
can
liver and constipated bowels
to Owen Bros. And regardless of
•
At the crossroads beyond La Charlie Cathy, B. W.
4.50
be gotten rid of with surprising
the nature of the spot or the deli37.50
promptness by using Iferbine. Vole du Chatelle the replace- Pendley Washburn, 1500 B. L.
war.
the
Sam
3.00
met
R.
ments
W.
Collie,
with
effect
beneficial
its
You feel
cateness of the fabric, we'll reBehind them, crammed some- Lee Dyke, B. W. & Lbr.
10.50
the first. dose as its purifying and
move it completely.
7.50
regulating effect is thorough and how into weeks, were Quantico, C. T. Wyatt, R. W
complete. It not only drives out the transport. Brest, a French R. C. Riley, 210 B. L.
5.25
The low cost of this service is
bile and impurities but it imparts troop train. Then there was the Clovis Collie, R. W
3.00
Algexhilaration,
St.
of
around
country
golden
feeling
Mont Edwards, R. W
a splendid
3.00
repaid in the better appearance
strength, vim, and buoyancy of non, the "Saint Onion" of Amer- I,anice Washburn, R W.
3.00
and extra wear of your clothes.
spirits. ' Price 60c. Sold by • icans.
Gentry Page, R. W
3.00
deby
represented
was
Co.
war
Drug
The
Nelson-Ford
Roy Henderson, R. W
1.50
Joe Collins, R. W. •
1.50
We Pay Return Parcel Post
Ed Satgent, B. W. .
19.25
Daniel Haymes, R. W
12.90
H. Moore, B. L.
11.50
One Million Dollars to Invest In.
Ward Moore, B. Work
3.75
Roy Jourdin, B. W.
1.50
Melvin Jourdin,' B. W
1.50
Enos Darnall, B. W
6.00
11.20
Roy Houser, Work
The Lowest Interest Rate in America
Hubert Lindsey, Gr.
6.90
John Coursey,
4.00
J. E. Hendricks, B. L.
8.20
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
3.50
Draffen Bros. 70 lbs. Nails
7.50 Mink
Pete Peck, G
4.50
Lee Davis
4.50
Jess Peck,
3.75
F.
Hoover
Atty.
Lovett,
WANIREFOLA
Lovett &
1.50
Lamb Moore,
4.00
E. C. Ross, S. F.
A. P. ESTE S& C. 0. DECKER, Agents
4.00
J. M. Green S. F.
Benton, Ky.
Lovett Building
4.00
W. L. Gibson, S. F.
4.00
0.. A Rudd, S. F.
35.00
J. Monroe Jones. Right of.-way
125.00
Mathie Filbeck, Right of way
)00.00
Cora K Ros.s, Right of way
3.00
Pete Egner, Team
13.00
J. E. Houser, 520 Lbr.r
53.52
'
Louis Bond, 1813
II
2.2.82
H. A. Miller,. asgn. Bill Culp
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
1
1
38.50
Butler Starks, 1600
.11
57.12
C. W. Ely, 1904,13. L
II
22.00
Gus Lents, Saw Bill for Eley
' Dentist
6.00
John Rayburn, R W
I
CORRECT FITTING
3.00
L. Ford, team on road
7.00
John Bearden, R. W.
Vision
well as Correct
as
.75
T.
G.
W
Elkins,
B.
is now located
We believe in supplying glasses we should go one
8.65
W. E. Trimble, B. W. & Posts
step
further
and specify the type of lens and frame that aid
21.25
J. W. Edwards, 850 B. L.
the greatest way.
in
appearance
3.00
Gaylon Lane, R. W
in
This conscientious effort to put the personal ele11.85
A. T. Harrison, B. W. 7 sleepers'
ment into glasses has earned us a reputation of which we
8.25
R. H. Lyles, R. W.
well proud. And yet this type of service does not carry
are
39.00
Will & Oscar Hunt, R. W. & Hauling B. L.
with it extra costs.
2.40
L.
B.
lames
96
Brandon,
STILUY DRUG STORE
. Come in and have your eyes examined. There is
4.50
Cort Bohanon, 1 1-2 day team
no charge.
4.50
Boone Smith, 1 1-2 day team
4.50
Virgil Smith, 1 1-2 day team
2.25
W
1-2
R.
1
L.
day
R.
Smith,
Good Teeth -Good Health
4.00
E. M. Duncan, tean 10 hrs. & shovel 5 hrs.
1.00
"The Drug Store Complete"
John Bill Clark, 5 hrs. with shovel
205.00
C. R. Smith, for use & Benefit J. 0. Johnson
34.00
C. R. Smith, Witness & Jury Fee ...
•
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FIX
BAYONETS!

I
.

Filbeck & Stilley

ORDERS MARSHALL FISCAL COURT

MM.

Funel tal Directors
Embalming

Motor Service Free

WHEN'S A SPOT NOT A SPOT?

Uiir,1213

FARM LOANS

NEW YORK LWE INSURANCE
COMPANY

•

1.•

t_.

I•

V. A. STILLEY DRUG CO

alffinfigaREREHRIERfinti,

NOTICE
LAND SALE Fop THE ANNUAL INSTALLMENT Ofe'THE
CYPRESS SWAMP DRAINAGE DISTRICT IN MAILSHALL COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1926.
By virtue of an order of the Marshall County Board cf Drainage Commissioners, directing me, an Sheriff of Marshall County
and Collector of the drainage tax for, the Cypress Swamp Drainage
DistrictA to sell all land for the unpaid annual installment.
Therefore, I will, on

MONDAY. MARCH 7th, 1927*
same being the first day of the regular term of the Marshall
County Court, at the Court House door in Benton, Kentucky, about
the hour of ONE O'CLOCK P. M., over for sale and sell to the
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR CASH the following described lands co
so mucl thereof as 'will satisfy said installment with the cost of 'ad.
vertisinirand selling same, to-wit:Tract No. 313, levied up as tt,,
Tract' No. 25, levied up as the
property of J. R. Gregory and property Of Ruggles 'Bros.
deacribed as follows, to-stei•
devribed as follows to-wit:
Beginning at the Nortbleipst Lot
Beginning at the Northeasti corof the Jack. DyCIIR 144 acre
ne;
lacre
30.5
ner of the W. R. McCoy
tract; thence South 88 degiees, tract; thence South 88 degrees,
west 2660 feet; thence North 3 West 2660 feet; thence ,'North
degrees,. east 170 feet; thence degrees, West 2700 feet,: 'thence:
North 88 degrees, east 2660 feet; North 138 degrees, East 2640 feet;
thence South 3 degrees, East 173 thence South 3 degrees, East 2,'
feet to the beginning, containing 690 feet to the beginning, con,
taming 161.5t-arret.
Tax 40.30;
Ditch.
10.1592a6cre
1926 Ditch Tax, 312.28; Penal
renalty,
$2.50; Interest ,22; Sheriff's Fee. ty, 38.59; Interest 2.50; Sheriff's
$5.00; Advertising, $5.14; Total Fee, $5.00; Agvertising, $5.14.
Total Amount, $363.51.
Amount, $33.16.
• Tracf No. 43, levied up as Ili
the
Tract No. 26, 1(•Yied up as..
of W. S. Young:and des.
Property
o.ewCito:y and
Grundy tM
a f
y of
property
d
cribed as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at the Northwes
Beginning at the Northeast cor- corner of the S. -J. Foust
ner of the Fred Gregory 10..5 are ii3c;re
thenee' South 86'de trraeit; t.
:jeg
tract; thence North
greys, West 920 feet.; I lienc..
degfre";
West 1350 feet; thence South 88 South 3 deghees, East 1112 feet
degrees, West noo le(4 ; thence thence North 48 degrees. .44
feet';
South 2 degrees, West
t ,
tnt
1 14 1 th:::,'.4'; '
...,1zisft7::
East 76
thence South 58 degree, East
237 feet ; thence No!tb 78 degrees.orth .3 degrees, West 1:1',
30 Minutes, West 71.14.41 ; thence to the beginnings c• ntain.!.g
1.
South :1 degrees, West 554, feet;
'
thence North Si; (14.014, East i acres
1926 Ditch Tax. :%.1;.511! 1.
266 feet to the beginning,
tiy• .4 37; 1nteres;
taming '60 acres.
''.1)11;
aI SrA
00
1926 Ditch Tax. $106.27; Pen- Lrl:s.
manta,
ot',
alty, $13.91; Inteeest $1 19; Sher-Tract'N„. 18, 1,.\
iff's Fee $5.oe: Advertising $6.30; .pi.01,,,,ty 0: J . A.,
•
t,s,1:1;42.x.i
7n2
tarlac..‘t tiN
ToT
idescrilie'd as l'Idlo‘%,.
•
Ne•
the
the
Begiening
as
levied up
property of A. N..Vasseur and corner 4,f,. the W, T
acrt tritct.
described as follows to-wit :f, ,
Beginning at the Northeast cnr- d egrek . t.., w,.st Iro ,
•
La
•legrees.
acre
27.5
Engli-h
ner of the Arch
54
see!
h
sent
thence
aiegrees,
3
North
thence
tract;
West 1245 feet; thence South SS rp.i.! ; thence No:1 1. •
degrees, West 2280; feet ; thence niinuto . 1•:a.t 572
South 21 degrees. 45 mir.utes, North :1
East -847 feet; thence North S.,
deexcees, 45 minutes. West 702 acres,
P.r.z4;
teett th.ence Soul h :1 degrees,
00'
Iv. 11.80: li:t.!eqt. 1 e'
' East 600 feet; thence Norfh
976
!'.
East
minutes.
degrees, 45
feet; thence North ss degrees, l'ial An.;et. 1!. 11:1
Trac t N. 57'.It
East 1750 feet I the beginning
T
t
o.npett.%
acres.
69
containipg
•
if as to',
• Bal. 1926 Ditch Tax 12.70; PenEvelioling
,
Sheriff'
alty 1.65; Interest .14;
er
Fee. $5.00; Advertising $6.59: o'ilet* of !he W.',.M•;:el
4,
own,s4
‘N.„s1.121;ti„
act : thence
a .s
:cre
Total Am pot s24;.09.
ti'
property el' Grundy Mct (y 'and dew...es a nd :;Ii nt,inut. -. I
.
feet:1 hen•e North. ;1
described as f 4)110WS to-wit
•
's
;
feet
1541
corNortifteist
Beginning at the
E3St 243Ii 11, 1
acre
69
Vasseur
N.
A.
ner of the
uth 22 de.greem. We-1 9E10 fi
tract; thence North- 3 degrees,
the beginning. contiiii Inv, 541
to
88
South
West 625 feet; thence
degree, West • 1740 feet; thence acres.
1926 Ditch ,Tax, 7:: 27.
South 7 degrees. :10 minutes, %Vest
8.04; Interest. 82; s.heriff
ty.
I
degrees
60
373 feet; thence South
$5.00; Advertising. $5.71..
'Fee.
89
North
thence
West 585 feet:
be."
levied.85. up as
.92
unt5.8.6
Total
mNo,)
degrees, East 2280 feet to the
Tract
acres.
5
ginning containing 27
de.
1926 Ditch Tax 46.52; Penalty, property of Bailey Key, and
to-wit:
follows,
as
c
5.74; Interest. 52; Sheriff's Fee, ibed
Beginning at the Northeast co.
$5.00; Advertising. $5.43; Total
•
r of the T. C. Vasseur 50
.n
$63.21.
Amount
tract; thence South 88 d.
acre
the
Tract No. 34, levied up as
West.2836 feet: thenc
grees,
and
Oliver,
M.
property of W.
North 32 degrees and 11i minute
described • as follows to-wit:
2247 feet; thence South
East
corBeginning at the Northeast
East 485 feet : thetadegrees.
27.5
McCoy
ner of the Grundy
degrees, East 234.0 fee88
North
de3
North
thence
acre tract;
22 degrees, Wr
.'South
thence
thence
grees, West 2640 feet;
contai
beginning,
the
to
feet
595
feet;
170
East
North 88 degrees.
acres.
36.8
init.
2,East
degrees,
3
South
thence
$5.0itoc:h
700 feet; thence South 138 degrees F 26D
: Sherif!'
Interest .59
6.59;
ty,
beginning
the
to
West 1780 feet
Fee,
Penalacres.
cOntai6
n2
Tistal Amount, $71.26.
Ditch Tax,
f ,1 1011:lee:0:tut:it]:s Itt
5
o.s :
Tract a
Sheriff's
2.38;
Interest,
ty, 26.28;
Mike Oliver. a7,
W.
of
property
Fee, $5.00; Adeertisinpg, - $5.14;.
described
Total Amount $251.50.
Beginning at the South E
Tract No. 35, levied up as the
's.,
r enertraorft ;i blehoTo.C.
r
o
a
c
des\property of Jack Dycus and
• driBbeegdinansin Frfoalltovkth'se
ast cor- grees, East 1495 feet; then
Northeast
041 •fee
degree:., East
ner of the Grundy McCoy 27.5 North 88
deer" , East Is
3.
South
thence
de88
South
acre tract; thence
88 deers
Sot
grees, West 1740 feet; thence 320 fees; thence
he
feet
to
lelsinnin
2305
West
feet;
1475
North 43 degrees, West
s.
ac
60
containing
East
degree,
thence North 17
re&
x
1926 Ditch
400 feet; thence North 82 de1.20: Sher'
grees, West 200 feet: thence ty, 14.33; In rest
Adeerti-ing.
Fee.
$5,D0'
feet;
955
West
North 3 degrees,
$141.78.
thence North 88 degrees, East Total Am nt,
le-sled up as it
66,
Tract
de3
2560 feet; thence South
Joe
of
and
Carrion.
,proper
bethe
to
feet
grees, East 2640
as follows. to-wit:
crib
ginning, containing 144 acres.
ginning at the Sonth E
1926 Ditch Tax, 278.44; Penalof the W: A. Doyle'
rner
Sheriff's
3.11;
Interest,
ty, 34.40;
tract;
thence North 61.
acre
$6.30;
Fee, $5,00; Advertising,
West
1670 feet;
grees,
Total Amount, $327.25.
South 8 degrees and 15 mit
West 610 feet; thence Sow
GOOD
degrees, East 1510 feet; 11
North 22 degrees, East 616
to the beginning, containing
Secund or Your PA Dewy Bash acres.
taki tlie Drum:bop Training, ais
1926 Ditch Tax, 32.77; -Pena
training that li m611,10011 MOO Uldollie. Yee
Write today, 4.04; Interest 36; Sheriff's F
fan take It •t college or by Matt
ARAAVOR03114 PRACTICA L 1111113111118 olinzatia
$5.00; Advertising, $5.43; T
Palatal".
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RIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1927 shapes-"-Look
head. bewa
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)

hedge and were at another cross- vanished in a ruddy cloud-bit'.
.
roads. "Fall out here an' form ter than if he'd gotten it in- the
combat packs.. Leave your stuff belly and rolled around liCreall1=
under the hedge. Take one blank- ing. . . There were no more
et. Come .on--quickly, now !-an' shells-"Say, you know, I saw a
don't bunch . up!-" The replace- arm an' a rifle goin' up wit' that
ments formed combat packs ex- burst-I-who was he, anyway?"
pertly. rentembering Parris isCONTINUED NEXT WEEK
land and Qua ntico. "Smartly,
now! Come by here, fill your
The Caldwell County Poultry
pockets-each man take two boxes Association contracted to furnish
hard bread.-Where'll youi.carry purebred eggs to a Hopkinsville
them? How in hell do I know- hatchery from Jan, 1 to July 1.
There!"
Two goods boxes sat close ;toThe fourth annual canvass of gether, and the men filed between scrub bull owners will be made
them, One box had dried pruhes in Campbell county the first
in it, the ether bread. Don't atop! week in March.
Don't stop! Right down that road,
an' keep rnevin'!"
Out over the woods se sound
Sickly, Peevish Childtern•
started a new sound. It was a °Children suffering from intesrumbling whine, it grew to a tinal worms are cross, restless and
roar, and a 77 crashed down just unhealthy. There are other sympbeyond the crossroads. A cloud toms, however. 11 the child is
blacker than the night leaped up pale, has dttk rings under the
shot with • red fire-"Lie down, eyes, bad breath, and takes no
all hands!" Another landed at interest in play, it is almost a ceronce; the air was full of singing tainty that worms are eating away
particles. The men. flat on cheir its vitality. The surest remedy
faces, in the dark, waited numbly for worms is White's Cream Vermfor the next order. There were a ifuge., It is positive destruction
dozen or so shells all around the to the worms but harmless to the
Price 33c. Bold by •
place. The last one hit between
the two goods boxes where a man
Nelson-Ford Drug Co., Benton,
was lying. The boxes and the man Kentucky.

word.
•

1 Filbeck & Stilley
COURT

Benton, Ky.

Funel al Directors
Embalming
Motor Service Free
00
00
00
1 50
50.00
64.67
100.00
tl

Fred Filbeck

J. P. Stilley

I

WHEN'S A SPOT NOT A' SPOT?

60 82
8 34
MOO
8.95
-r

When Owen Bros., Removes It.

it 97'

Simple. Just send your clothes
7

25, 1927

1250 feet to the beginning, con- W. W. nglieh, 260 acres
114.15
Amount, $47.60.,
,
J.
taining
Cl'
acres.
30
ton
63
21.75
Farley,
acres
,.
the
as
'up
Tract No. 70, levied
41.74
Joh
W.
Harper,
78
acres
Barrett,
desB.
and
property
PenalK.
Tax,
of
Ditch
14.53;
1926
LAND SALE FOR THE ANNUAL INSTALLMENT OF THE
20.29
,
ty, 1.79; Interest. 16; Sheriff's W C. Noles, 45 acres
CYPRESS SWAMI' DRAINAGE DISTRICT IN MAItSHALL COUN- cribed as follows, to-wit:
28.63
I
Beginning at the Northeast cor- Fee, $6.00; Advertising, $5.14; layton Phelps, 45 acres ..,
TY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1926.
r
H.
H.
26.90
Rickman,
125
acres
i
$26.62.
Amount,
Total
ner of the Fred Gregory 87 acre
-t•1 .
By virtue of an order of the Marshall County Board of Drain- tract; thence South 68 degrees,
18.26
e E. C. RuggIrs, 80 acres
Tract No. 84, levied up as
1
27.54
,
age Commissioners, directing me, as Sheriff of Marshall County East 554 feet; thence South 10 property of Joe B. Howard, and Mrs. M. A. Ruggles, 80 acres
T. B. Williams, 15 acres
7.19
and Collector of the drainage tax for the Cypress Swamp Drainage degrees, West 1145' feet; thence described as follows, to-wit:
,.. #
W. S. Young, 72 acres
36.14
, District, to sell all land for the unpaid annual installment.
West 270 feet; thence
North 3
Beginning at the North East
Therefore, I will, on
DISTRICT NOV
degrees, West 1300 feet to the be- corner of the Earl Hall 60 acre
W. R. Finch, 32 acres
18.31
ginning, containing 11.5 acres.
treat; thence North 68 degrees, J. N. Freeman, 60-85
MONDAY. MARCH 7th, 1927
62.71
(Bal.)
1926 Ditch Tax, 11.11; Penal- West 1889 feet; thence North 22
Henson Heirs, 28 acres
4.03
same being the first day of the regular term of the Marshall ty, 1.36; Interest. 12; Sheriff's degrees, East 1351 feet; thence Herbert F. Myers, 28
1
acres
11.78
County Court, at the Court House door in Benton, Kentucky, about Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $4.85; South 73 degrees, East 1100 feet, L.L. Copeland, 1 acre
7.25
thence North 58 'degrees, East
the hour of ONE O'CLOCK P. M., offer for sale and sell to the Total Amount, $22.44.
DISTRICT NO. V
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR CASH the following deecribed lands or
Tract No. 71, levied up as the 350 feet; thence South 88 degrees William W. Hurt 35 acres
11.03
so much thereof as will satisfy said installment with the cost of ad- property of J. W. Jones and des- nd 30 minutes, East 650 feet; I. E. Ivey, 80 acres
20.04
2,West
22
degrees,
thence South
vertising and selling same, to-wit:scribed as folows, to wit:Cecil Jeter, 44 acres
16.95
000 feet to the beginning contain- Chas. C.
West
Worth
the
Beginning
at
Robinson, 15 acres
11.75
Tract No. 3$, levied up as the
Tract No. 25, levied up as the
ing .64 acres.
Eugene Washam, 20 acres
8.70
property of J. R. Gregory and property of Ruggles Bros, and corner of the Nora Vickers 14.8
tract; thence South 3 degrees, Said tract of land includes and Oliver West, 20 acres
6.06
described as follows, to-wit:
described as follows to-wit:
East 900 feet; thence South 88 excludes the rtiht of way of the 'I'. Jeff York, 73 acres
31.98
corNortheast
the
at
Beginning
Beginning at the Northeast corNorth 14 degrees, West 1260 feet, Illinois Central Railroad ComTOWN OF BENTON
ner of the W. R. McCoy 80.5 acre ner of the Jack Dycus 144 acre thence South 68 degrees, East pany across said tract.
L.
Orb
Landon,
130
acres
(Bal.)
19.92
.tract; thence South 88 degrees, tract; thence South 88 degrees. 185 feet to the beginning, con1926 Ditch Tax, 92.81; PenalTOWN OF HARDIN
3
North
thence
feet;
2660
West
3
North
thence
west 2660 feet;
taining 14.8 acres.
ty, 11.46; Interest, 1.04; Sherkfri Albert Lee,• 1 town 4ot
.8.07
degrees, east 170 feet; thence degrees, West 2700, feet; thence
$7.17;
$5.00;
Advertising,
Fee,
A.
N.
Mrs.
Rushing,
1
town
lot
5.23
Penal10.73;
1926
Tax,
Ditch
feet;
North 88 degrees, east 2660 feet;' North 88 degrees, East 2640
Total Amount, $117.48.
RESIDENT
NON
Sheriff's
12;
Interest.
1.32;
ty,
2,East
3
South
degrees,
thence
173
East
thence South 3 degrees,
• /
9.57
Tract No. 85, levied up as the, M. G. Gilbert, 17 acres
feet to the beginning, containing 690 feet to the beginning, con- Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $4.85;
Dr.
B.
T.
2
Helm,
acres
7.36 •
and
Kennedy
$22.02.
Total
Frank
of
Amount,
property
acres.
taining 161.5
10.5 acres.
J.
W.
50
acres
Humphrey,
.,,
11.05
.
Tract No. 75, levied up as the described as follows, to-wit:
1926 Ditch Tax 20.30; Penalty, 1926 Ditch Tax, 312.28; Penal3.46
of D. A. Jones, an desNorth West Pat Irvan, 1 town lot
the
property
Beginning
at
Sheriff's
Interest
2.50;
38.59;
$2.50; Interest .22; Sheriff's Fee, ty,
Robert Irvan, 1 town lot
5.23
52
-wit:
Berryman
A.
!W.
the
to
of
cribed
follows,
corner
as
$5.00; Advertising, $5.14; Total Fee, $5.00; ' Advertising, $5.14;
I. H, Miller, 40 acres
15.50
West
de22
North
thence
South
the
tract;
Beginning
at
acre
.
Total Amount, *363.51.
Amount, $88.16.
Frank Nanney, 55 acres
2248
,
•
Tract No. 43, levied up as the corner of the J. B. Collins 119.8 grees East 1300 feet; 'thence Mrs. Velma
Tract No. 26, levied up as the
Pierce, 62 acres
1894
46
deand
22
minutes,
North
degrees
tract;
69
acre
thence
South
1
property of Grundy McCoy and property of W. S. Young and des- grees, East 2458 feet; thence East 1014 feet; thence South 22 Jim Rickman, 55 acres (Bal.)
8.65
cribed as follows, to-Wit:
described as follows to-wit:
W. C. Starks, 15 acres
4.84
West
1550
thence
52
West
feet;
feet,
North
1860
degrees,,
degrees,
• Beginning at the Northwest
5.23
Beginning at the Northeast cor- corner of the Si .1,- Foust 43.5 thence South 22 degrees, West North 52 degrees and 30 minutes, V. Stubblefield, 1 town lot
14.90
ner of the Fred Gregory 10.5 acre, acre tract; thencle South 86 de- 2959 feet: thence South 68 de- West 1073 feet, to the beginning, Thos.' Terry, 61 acres
. Byron Utley, 1 town lot
3.47
tract; thence North 3 degrees, grees, West 920i feet; thence grees, East 1777. feet -to the be- containing 33.2 acres..
31.85
,
West 1350 feet; thence South 88 South 3 degrees, East 1112 feet; ginning, containing 110 acres.
Said tract of land includes and Mattie E. Arant, 90 acres
5.81
degrees, West 1500 feet:. thence
1926 Ditch Tax, 159.52; Penal- excludes the right of way of the A. P. R. Adams, 1 town lot
thence North 48 degrees, 30 minThuntas Allen, 1 town ;lot
feet;
ComRailroad
Sheriff's
3.49
19.71;
ty,
Interest,'1.80;
Central
Illinois
South 2 degrees, West
sites, East 761 feet; thence South
K. B Barrett, 42 acres
10.69 .
•
thence South 58 degrees, East 38 degrees, East 569 feet; thence Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $5.14; pany across said tract.
R.
L
25
acres
Bohanon,
degrees
78
North
8.25
(Bal.)
Penal48.14;
thence
Tax,
Ditch
1926
237 feet;
North 3 degrees, West 1115 feet, Total Amount, $191.17.
Dr. . A. Casper, 2 Own lots
Sheriffs
3.50
..54';
Interest,
30 minutes, Wept 74 feet; thence
the
levied
as
5.94;
78,
up
No.
Tract
ty,
to the beginning, containing 18.4
7.66
property of .Buck Jeffrey, and Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $6.69; Mrs. Minnie Clark, 30 acres
South 3 degrees,,Vegt, 551 feet; acres.
Mrs. Nora Coomer, 32 acres
20.48
Total Amount, $66.21.
thence • North 88' degrees, Fast
1926..ktch..Tax, 35.55; Penal- described as follows, to-wit:
5.20
Tract No. 86, levied up' as the Edd Coomer, 30 acres •
Beginning at the Northeast cor266 fett to the begihning, con- ty 4.377 Interest ,36; Sheriff's
Cox ros. (Tom & Ira) 400 acres
108.31
acre
and
46
W.
the
Doyle
of
A.
Berryman,
A.
ner
W.
of
property
taining 60 acres.
.
Fee, 45.00; Advertisinng. $5.72;
Mrs. Frances Cox, 45 acres
21:01
tract; thence North 22 degrees, described tie follows, to-wit:
1926 Ditch Tax, $106.27; Pen- Total Amottnnt, $51.00
Mrs.
Nonnie
1
town
Davenport,
lot
5.22
68
North
feet;
1598
east
East
at
North
thence
the
Beginning
alty, $13.91; Interest $1.19; SherTract No. 48, levied pn as the'
AND
PROMISCIOUS
SUPERVISERS
acre
60
feet;
Hall
1891
thence
degrees,
Earl
West
the
of
corner
Advertising
1
:
$6.30
$51,0;
ill's Fee
property of J. A..Vasseur, iand
4.34
South 22 degrees, West 1598 feet; tract; thence North 32 degrees, Alex Haltom, 8 'acres
Total Amount, 132.67.
described -.aa fidlows to-wit:1
John W. Harper, 100 acres
1,'46.45
East
degrees,
52,
68
thence
South
South
feet;
709
thence
East
Beginning at the North *est
.Tract No. 28, levied up as the
5.18
891 feet, to the beginning, con- degrees and 30 minutes,.East 1,- Mips. Ivey Jackson, -2 acres
pr,q)erty of A. N. Vasseur and corner of the W. T. Saltzgiver
Mrs. Lou Jonhson, 27 acres
10.87
de22
North
acres:
66
thence
feet;
taining
073
85
South
thence
23.3 acre tract,
desctibed as follows to-wit:13.74
1926 Ditch Tax, 81.21; Penal- grees, East 1040 -feet; thence W. . Oliver, 37 acres
iBeginning at the Northeast cor- digrees, West 1430 feet; thence'
Mrs. Mamie Shown, 1 town lot
880
10.44
73
East
Sheriff's
Interest,
.91;
degrees,
10.03;
ty.
South
feet;
net: of the Arch E,nglisti-27.5 re South 3 degrees, East 1428 feet;
I. L Warren, 52 acres
$5.14;
Advertising,
West
22
6.28
$5.00;
South
degrees,
Fee,
thence
879
East
degrees,
degrees
80
South
thence
trait; thence North 3
North
deTotal
52
2320
thence
Amountn,
$102.29.
feet;
If you desire to pay, Mail check for amount opposite your
West 1245 feet; thence South 88 feet; thence North 73 degrees, 15
Tract No. 81, levied up as the grees, West 1860 feet, to the be- námi
to the Sheriff of Marhhall county before date of sale and your
degrees,"West '2280 feet; thence minutes, Emit 572 feet; thence
property of Joe Dezern, and des- ginning, containing 53 acres.
rece pt will be mailed to you and your name dropped from the list.
South 21 degrees 45 minutes, North 3 degrees, West 1500 feet
- 1926 Ditch Tax,, 83.14; Penalas follows, to-wit:
cribed
P.ast 147 feet; the North 85 to the beginning containing 50
'HARRY A. MILLER, Sheriff, Marshall Co.
Beginning at the North East ty, 10.26; Interest, .93; Sheriff's
degrees, 45 minutes,' West 702 Scree.
D.
$6.01;
acre
$5.00;
J.
30
Advertising,
the
Fee,
of
Jones,
corner
1926 Ditch Tax, 96.38, Penalfeet; thence South 3 degrees,
tract; thence Soih 69 degrees, Total Amount, $105134.
East 600 feel; thence North 86 ty, '11.80; Interest,. 1.08;' Sheriff's
HARRY A. MILLER
East 946 feet; th nce South 22
degrees, 45 minutes, East 976 Fee, $5.00;, AdVertising, $5.72;
West
1250
thence
degrees,
Sheriff,
Marshall Coun • and
feet;
$119.98.
degrees,
Amount,
•
Total
feet; thence North 88
feet;
rain94e
68
West
Swamp
North
degrees,
Colector
Cypress
the
as
up
levied
57,
No.
Tract
beginning
the
to
feet
,1751)
Ent
•
i property of T. C. Vasseur, and thence North 22 degreii.s. East age District Tax for 1926.
containing 69 acres.
_
1926 Ditch Tax IVO; Pen- described as follows, to-wit:
west
Sheriff's
South
the
at
Beginning
Interest
it;
alty 1:65;
Fee. $5.00; Advertising $6.59; corner of the W. Mike Oliver GO
acre tract; thence 88 degrees,
Total Amount $26.09.
Tied No; 29, levied up as the West 2690 feet; thence North 65
prqperty of Grundy McCoy and degrees and 30 minutes, East 690
feet; thence' North 41, degrees,
described as follows to-wit:
East 150 feet; thence North 88
corNortheast
the
at
Beginning
ner of the' A. N. Vasseur 69 acre degrees, East 2830 feet; thence
tract; thence North 3 degrees, South 22 degrees, West 900 feet;
•
West 625 feet; thence South 88 to the beginning, containing 50.3
degrees, West 1740 feet; thence acres.
•
1926 Ditch Tax, 73.27; PenalSouth 7 degrees, 30 minutes, West
•
373 feet; thence South 60 degrees ty, 8.04; Interest, .82; Sheriff's
In accordance with the Statutes ocKentucky, I Harry A. Miller,
•
West 585 feet; thence North 89 Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $5.72;
Sheriff of Marshall County, Kentecky, will *ell for Cesh to. pay the
degrees, East 2280 feet to the be- Total Amount. $32.85.
58, levied up as the delinquent State and County Taxes.
Tract
ginning containing 27.5 acres.
1926 Ditch Tax 46.52; Penalty, property of Bailey Key, and desFOR THE YEAR 1926
5.74; Interest. 52; Sheriff's Fee, cribed as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at the Northeast cor- Now past due and unpaid on 1he property listed in the name Of the
$5.00; Advertising, 85.48; Total
ner of the T. C: Vasseur 50.8 tax payers, as shown by the Assessor's Books of Marshall County,
Amount $63.21.
Tract No. 34, levied -up as the acre tract; thence South 88 de- so much of said Itroperty as required to pay said taxes, penalty, inproperty of W. M. Oliver, and grees, West 2836 feet; thence terest and cost due by said taxpayer. This sale to be held on
•
North 32 degrees and 15 minutes,
described as follows to-wit:
Beginning at the Northeast cor- East 2247 feet; thence South 3
MONDAY, MARCH 7th, 1927
IIR
ner of the Grundy McCoy 27.5 degrees, East 485 feet; thence
acre tract; thence North 3 de- North 88 degrees, East-2800 feet; it being County Court Day, at the front door of the Marshall Coungrees, West 2640 feet; thence thence South 22 degrees, West ty Court House, Benton Kentucky, at on o'clock p. m.
North 88 degrees, East 1780 feet; 595'feet to the beginning, containHARRY A. MILLER, S. M. C.
thence South 3 degrees, East .2,- ing, 36.8 acres.
You get nationally known, guaranteed quality when you
1926 Ditch Tax, 53.36; Penal700 feet; thence South 88 degrees
buy
•
Goodyear-built Tires from us.
West 1780 feet to the beginning ty, 6.59; Interest .59; Sheriff's
,
I
DISTRICT
NO.
$5.72;
$5.00;
Advertising,
Fee,
•Pathfinders if you want the finest equipment' that littk
containing 110 acres.
$16.03•money will buy. All-Weathers if you want the best.
W. L. Greer, 65 acres
-1926 Ditch Tax, 212.70; 'Penal- Total Amount, $71.26.
11.35
ty, 26.28; Interest, 2.38; Sheriff's ' Tract No. 59, levied up as the W. H. Horn, 3 acres
10.58
acres
3-4
3
King,
C.
Fred
and
Mike
Oliver,
•We have your size WHEN 'YOU WANT IT. We'll apply it
Fee, $5.00; Advertisinng, $5.14;, property of W.
23.83
24,864
W.
Henry
Mathis,
to-wit:
follows,
described
as
•promptly, check your rims and wheel-aliniunent-inflate ev- IIP
$251.50.
Total Amount
•
10.35 ei cry tire and your spare to the correct poundage. Then we'll•
Beginning at the South East Mrs. Josie Matipe, 52 acres
Tract No. 35, levied up as the
17.13
follow through with g brand of regular inspection sereige
property of Jack Dycus and des- corner of the T. C. Vasseur 50.3 J. F. Peeler, 68 atfres
II
NO.
DISTRICT
de22
North
acre
thence
tract;
that gets to tire trouble before it happens.
-wit:
cribed as follows to
17.27•
•
.
Beginning at the Northeast cor- grees, East 1495 feet; thence Robt. M. Clark, 54 acres
This combination-Goodyear Tires and Goodyear Service13.93
.
ner of the Grundy McCoy 27.5 North 88 degrees, East 1700 feet; Mrs. A. G. Driver, 23 atres
•
means greater tire mileage for you.
78.83
acre tract; thence south 88 de- thence South 3 degrees, East 1,- C. A. Ham, 908,102
25.81
acres
80
grees, West 1740 feet; thence 320 feet; thence South 88 degrees Mrs. R. B. Hinds,
83.75
North 43 degrees, West 1475 feet; West 2305 feet to the beginning, W. S. Howard, 110 & 52* acres
66.27
acres
135
Howard,
B.
J.
acres.
60
containing
East
thence North 17 degrees,
A TIRE CHAIN OF
21.08
27-15--43
King,
Martha
Penal.
Mrs.
116.01;
Tax
Ditch
1926
de82
North
thence
400 feet;
14.98
lots
town
6
Lawrence,
M.
Sheriff's
W.
.1.30;
Interest
RUBBER
grees, West 200 feet; thence ty, 14.33;
- 26.15
North 3 degrees, West 955 feet; Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $5.14; Mrs. Cora Lindsey, 41840
15.50
A Tire Chain that's noiseless-that, won't harm
John Lyles, 50 acres
thence North 88 degrees, East Total Amount, $141.78.
11.44
acres
35
Henson,
E.
your tire-that will far outwear outher chains.
W.
Tract No. 66, levied up as the
2560 feet; therke South 3 de27.65
McDaniel,
70
acres
.1.
E.
Goodyear makes it. Come in and see it.
Mrs.
desand
Carmon,
Joe
of
property
erees, East 2640 feet to the be10.58
acres
McLeod,
35
Claud
to-wit:
follows,
cribeias
acres.
144
containing
gineing,
63.02
•
Beginning at the South East Grundy McCoy, 86%-36--32
1926 Ditch Tax, 278.44; Penal17.37
acres
28
Nash,
L.
46
N.
Doyle
A.
W.
the
of
corner
Sheriff's
•
ty, 34.40; Interest, 3.11;
17.25
Fee, $5.00; Advertising, $6.30; ache tract; thence North 68 de- Thos. W. Nunley, 30 acres
28.11
acres
74
Page,
A.
S.
Mrs.
thence
gifes, West 1670 feet;
Total Amount, $327.25.
38.45
South 8 degrees and 15 minutes, Sam B. Page, 150 acres
Calvert City, Ky.
7.15
West 610 feet; thence South 66 J. Alvin Turner, 11 acres
•
GOOD
III
DISTRICT
NO.
thence
1510
East
degrees,
feet;
16.56
I North 22 degrees, East 616 feet, Ruby A. Bailey, 36 acres
7.77
to the beginning, containing 23 W. C. Bailey, (Decd.) 17 acres
38.56
Mrs. Lou Bailey, 50 acres
Secured or Your FA onsy Bach -acres.
Benton, Ky.
If you take the Draughon Training, th•
21.92•
1026 Ditch Tax, 32.77; Penalty, C. F. Brown, 39 acres
training that thinnest' men Indorse. Yoe
5.83
ow take It at college or by mall. Writs today. 4.04; Interest 36; Sheriff's Fee, Vence Clark, 8 acres
11184061103111 Paten C A L SES111211 001.11,151
44.61
acres
66
Everett),
and
(Chas.
Total
Bros.
East
$5.43;
$5.00;
Advertising,
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Padua& XL
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SHERIFF'S SALE

or the deli-

cateness of the fabic, we'll re-

.
•

•

•

•

move it completely.

•

LAND FOR TAXES

The low cost of Oils service fa
repaid in the bettee appearance
and extra wear of your clothes.

;

'00
150
I 50
114 25
2.90
41.50
'3 75

We Pay Return Parcel Post

•

•

1

10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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IT MEANS

o

GREATER
MILEAGE

•

•

CORRECT FITTING
as

well

as

Correct

Vision

We believe in supplying glasses we should go one
step further and specify the type of lens and frame that aid
appearance in the greatest way.
.
This conscientious effort to put the personal element into glasses has. earned we a repptation of which we
are well proud. And yet this type of service does not carry
with it extra costs. .
Come in and have your eyes examined. There is
$
no
charge.
1.50
1.50
2.25
I.00
1.00
"The Drug Store Complete"
205.00
34.00

V. A. STILLEY DRUG CO

1.

•

•

•

to Owen Pros. And
sp4egardless of
the nature of the
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J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS •
:BENTON FILLING STATION;
•

•
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•
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sister Mrs. W. B. Kennedy of Warthington, L. G. Bivins jr.'
this place.
Herman Pool and Guy Garst.
Miss Gussie Grogan and Dennie
The many friends of Mr. and
Mrs. B. T. Howard are glad to Smith of Faxon were visitors in
have them living here again. They Aurora Saturday evening.
moved here from Paducah last
Miss Kate Turner will visit her
week and are at home to their sister Mrs. Leon Ross of Benton
friends in the T. J. Vickers brick next week.
To Be Applied Before Growth Starts
home on Main at.
Sam Ross who has been sick
Quite a few of the Calvert for sometime is some better this
City patrons attended the debate week.
ia what one of our friends said about us last week,
here last Wednesday evening.
FOR
Will Myers was at Aurora
well we appreciate that, and confidentially we believe we
Mrs. Bartley Krone and children of Paducah are visiting her swopping hogs this week,
know the whole line enough for you to save money by givAllen Jones delivered' a nice
brfather, Earl Hall and family of
ing us all your business.
bunch
of ties at Eggners Ferry
this place.
T. J. Vickers who has been this week.
working as carpenter on a buildNolen Adams of Temple 'Hill
SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
ing in Paducah is spending this N;isited his uncle Oscar Adams
week with his family here.
last week.
10c
Post Toasties
Mr.
Rue
returned
Timmons
Mrs. M. E. Bogard of Paducah
25c
Post Bran Flakes. 2 for
Sunday from Evansville, Ind., has moved back to their farm in
10c
Kellog Corn Flag
where he has been working with Calloway county, while her hus25c
his brother, Dave Timmons as band is at work.on the road.
Kellog all Bran. 2 for .
25c
carpenter.
We wish to correct the statePuff Wheat, 2 for ..
10 pounds for
Miss Gertrue Yancy of , the ment that the river banks at Eg$1.00
25c
Shreded Wheat Biscuits. 2 for
Gum
Spring
vicinity
of
Living.
fallen
in
and
Ferry
have
gners
25c
.
Kellog Pep 2 for
ston county is here attinding the ferry was blocked. The ferry
25c
for
Flakes,
3
Crma Corn
school making her home with her Is not blocked. What banks that
uncle S. C. Jones and family.
have slid in are not interferring
Several of the farmers who with the ferry. The ferry is now
NOTHING AT EXTORTION
NOTHING AT COST,
have strawberries are putting running at all hours.
straw over them. The out look for
tair .12.1.catt..rawie
a fine crop is good.
Mr. J. B. Howard had the mis411=111104
fortane of loosing four nice
shoats of cholera this week.
Because of the illness of sever- Red Roosters; $1.00 each. Owen
THE IIONIE LAUNDRY—Next
George Hays an employe as
members" of the cast the pre' Farm Strain, also 28 hens, same week I will have a new
al
mail clerk• on Louisville division,
washing
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
left Sunday for his work after entation of the program of playa strain and pullets at $1.85 each. machine and .am now, ready to
Friday
presented
on
to
have
been
If
interested
write me, Benton
bpending a week with his family.
accept family
and individual
Mr. Earl Hall ,shipped a car evenihg, February 25 has been Route 9, or.phone Briensburg exThurs
following
postponed
the
to
washings.
Good
work
and reasoa-.
to
change.
Hayes
the
Notes.
,
load of fine hogs
Louis'day evening March 3. Hope all inable prices. Will call for ancl,deville market last week.
terested will notice, the change.
WANTED — Man with car to liver if desired. Phone 36. Mrs.
Briensburg were pleasant visitors
composed
The
agriculture
class
selP'complete'•
lite quality Auto Laura Fergerson.
M10
in our town Sunday.
ef the Junior and Senior boys pre Tiols and Tubes. Exclusive Ter,
Charlie Banks.'of Arkon, Ohio.,
FOR RENT — Three rooms at
sented a chapel program for the ritory. Experience not necessary.
The Rev. Riley Mathews filled is visiting his, brother the Rev.
Calvert City for rent also a large
A play entitled "Mrs. Tubbs of entire school on 'Monday after- Salary $300.00 per month.
his regular appointment at the George ,Banks of this ,place.
garden, hen house, chicken run
Shantytown", was given at Aur4 noon.
MILES'TON RUBBER CO. and fruit trees. Mrs. Clara IllaWord was received here last ora on the evening of Feb. 19th,
Christian church here Sunday
The program was as follows;
East Liverpool, Ohio. tion. calvert City, Ky.
of the serious illness of Mr. Han- and was attended by a large
and Sunday evening.
SoIng by school
Welsh
f
Georgia.
Mr.
on
Welsh
Scripture
reading
and
prayer
'Lawrence,
who
has
Mrs. W. M.
crowd. Plans are being made to
Prin. Chas. Hubbard
been in ill health for - several formerly lived here and is a bro- paint the interior of the high
Talk" Value of Cha i I"
months is able to be up most the ther of Mrs. W. M. Lawrence. He schpol'room with ,the proceeds of
left here several years ago for this play.
,Prin. Chas. Hu bard
time.
health.
his
Selection by Irrewers
Musical
meeting
The next community
Mr. and Mrs. Less- Heath and
Talk —"George Washington"
Mr. Cecil Dilligham of Norten- will be held on the evening of
farni
have moved to Paducah
ville, Ky., is Visiting friends of Match ,10. An interesting program .-Weldon Riley..
whe e Mr. Heath has work.
this
Selection
by Brewers high
place.
is being arranged.
Mrs. . Charlie Burd of SmithschOol
band.
claugh.
,
Students
an
Roll
for
the
Honor
Mrs.
Jonas
Martin
and
land and little son, Cecil are
Harp Solo — Fsoci-Smith.
vi,iting her mother Mrs. Nora ter Inez were busAness visitors the preceding month are:
The
,high schocil students enJuniors—Della Stewart, Willie
in Calvert Monday. .
:Vickers of this , Place.
ii Washington's birthday
joyed
Belle
Stewart.
' Hermon Hart is real sick of
Mr. George Houston who is
party
at
the school house Monday
Freshmen
—
Henson
Eltis
atr:
malarial fever,
braking on I. C. R. R. out of Pa•
evening.
A formal program of
Jule' Fields and Mr. Henson of ducah, spent Monday visiting his Irene Clark.
It's logical to know that an insurance agency that de4th Grade — Leslie Lee and music and talks was prehented
evenduring
the
first
pat
of
the
votes its entire time to insurance alone can render greater
Blake Jonhston. .
3rd Grade — Earline Thorne, ing. Those taking part were:serviee than another with whom insurance is merely a sideSong -- America — Assembly.
and .Pearline Inman.
line,
Talk — February 22 as NaPearline Inman and Pearl Nannie
2nd Grade — Rural Mae Ross tional Holiday — Rubye Rhea.
And the cost of doing business with an agency that
Music by Student Orthestra.
and Ravenel Jones.
gives its whole.time to insurance service is no greater, for
Talk — George Washington's
1st Grade — Charles Henson.
the rates are "determined by a state bureau and are the
Boyhood — Paul Lyles.
same
everywhere for the same kind of risk. And part of our
13oys Quartette — Noble Riley,
A play titled, Mrs. Tubbs of
Fred
Wilkins
and
Smith,
Howard
service is show ing'you how to reduce these risks and get a
Shanty Town, was given in the
.
lower rate.
high school auditorium last Sat- Earl Cole.
Gitls Quartette — Rubye Rhea,
urday night and is reported a
Olivia Grubbs. Ifilda Sutherland
success by everyone present.
Evalena Houser.
and
Earl Holland. salesman for the
Music by Student Orchestra.
Draffen Motor Co.; was a busiGuitar solo — Mint Riley.
ness visitor in Aurora Monday.
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT"
Hawiaian Guitar solo ---, Fred
Frank Turner is all smiles at
'
Office over Bank ofMarshall County
present because he is catching a Smith.!
After this program the eVennice run of fish.
Benton, Ky.
Burnett Sheppard killed hogs ing was spent playing games, conOur prices are as low as the lowtests and other entertainments.
last Monday.
Ellen Beasley of Heights At the close of the evening reest'? our quali y is as high •as the best. is Mrs.
visiting her son, Levi of Padu- freshments were Served. About
forty were, present.
cah this week.
Wlien in town call and see us for all kinds
Mrs. Alton Sins of near;
Heights visited her mother, Mrs.
dryi goods, sh es and etc.
Ovie Johnston last week.
C. H. Bradley and Herman Pool
spent Saturday and Sunday with'
)
their families in Murray.
FOR SALE — Good, upright
Guy Garet, Supt. of the New piano in first class condition.
ZiOnemicei rromilp•re•titile
Murray road was confined to his Will' sell at bargain, Geo. Long,
room
at
T.
P.
Tatums
'
r
w
ith
tontf
Beaton,
Ky.
Benton, Ky.
silitis last week.
FOR SALE — Rhode Island
4. E. Roberts of the Lancaster
Red
cockerels, $1.00 each. Eggs
Roberts Construction Co., underwent an operation at the Mason 50c dozen. Mrs. J. L. Gregory,
F. 18 pd.
hospital last Friday and was Route 7.
97A%97/ffigiIRA9ffigi9EfiF found to have a cancer of the ADMINISTRATORS' NOTICE
stomach.
All persons, indebted to the
Lee Bevins a member of the e,state of H. N. Edwards will
road company is making a busi- please settle with, one of the adaa
D PARTMENT STORE
ness t-io to his home at Reaver Ministrators below as the estate
Let us demonstrate to you one of
It
I rALVERT CITY,
Dam,
Ky.
must be wound up.
KENTUCKY
these new Chevrolets, of which .we have
Guy M. Garst and H. F. Pool
Mrs. H. N. Edwards
were in Golden Pond on business
just received a car-load shipment.
pave Edwards,
Monday.
Mont Edwards.
T. P. Tatufn sold a six week's F. 25 pd.
There's more for your money in these
old calf Tuesday morning that
brought him $20.
EGGS — S. C. Buff Orpington.
cars than you ever thought possible. No
The infant child of Mrs. Geo. $1.00 per 15. Pare Berry Strain.
other car of equally' ow price ever supColson of Pine Bluff was buried Paul Morgan, Benton, Ky. F18-25
at Ledbetter last Friday. _
plied so sompletely 'all the advantages
Hatching Eggs from Purebred
Clarence McDaniel of Hico
Lowest Prices :-:-: And Highest Quality
and attractions of a high-priced autoBarred •Plymouth Rocks. E. B.
visited his mother Sunday.
Mr. Lancaster of Owensboro, a Thompson strain,'new blood addmobile.
We solicit you business from any location in the county.
member of the Lancater Roberts' ed this year direct from ThompConstruction Co., is expected to son "pest all purpose breed". 15
Cane Bottom chairs, set of six
arrive in Murray the last of the eggs 75c-1,00 eggs $4.00, postCOME IN- SEE THE MOST BEAUTIMahogany finish steel bed, heavy springs center brace
paid. B. E. 'Roberts, Benton, Ky.,
week.
FUL CHEVROLtT! .
Misses Milladine Johnston and Write for prices on baby chicks.
$18.00
45 pound all cotton mattress, all for
Lorine Rudolph who are attend- Both phones.
$7.00
ing school at Benton spent the
9x12 Lenoleum rug, bordered
PEA HAY for sale, 60 cents
week end with their parents.
No. 2 tub, 10 qt galvanized pall, 60 cloth pins, all for 95c
Hermon T. Pool, head mechanic per 100. • Red top, same price.
for the road co. is now making Soil Henson, Benton Route 7. 25p
head quarters at T. P. Tatums.
FOR SALE —• Purebred S. C.
WEARE HERE TO SAVE YOU MONEY
Miss Ethyle Powel who is tea- Buff Orpington and R. I. Red
cher at Aurora spent the week eggs, $4.00 per 100; 65c per 15.
at her home at Palma,
end
Call Floyd Dyke, Briensburg ExUSE US!
Miss Dessiru Tatum entertain- change, Benton Route 9.
Calvert City,
M3pd.
Kentucky.
ed with a card party Monday
aRRERREERREffigifeadigiffiffigiRREfett. night. Those present were: Era FOR SALE — Rhode Island

My Grocer Knows
His Onions

LIME SULPHUR

San Jose Scale
ON FRUIT TREE

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.

BREWERS

GILBERTSVILLE

AURORA

SERVICE IS BETTEW-THE COST IS THE
SAME---

•

Prices Low 1Quality Best-

GEO. E. LONG

CLASSIFIED ADS

Will L. Gibson

i
/CHEVROLET/
-

The World's Greatest
Automobile Value

aNt

DRAF EN BROTHERS

A WAYS

TICHENOR

Chevrolet Co.
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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
A lways Strive Upward

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

Stick to &frotid
Principles, but Adopt
the Better Methods

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspeper"
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$1.00

A

YEAR
4

IN

$100.00
COL
TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE

I

IN BENTON

Saturday, March 19th.
.t
•

•
4

Get Tickets On and After March ist.----Nothing to Buy----Just Be Here! 24 Prizes
All 1Marsha11 county is invited to the Big "Get-Together Day" in Benton Saturday, the 19th ot March, when 24 prizes, totalliqg $10,0.00 in Gold will be given away ABSOLUTELY FREE ,with no strings attached.
The only condition is that the peison receiving any prize must be present in person to receive it. . .
, - Members of the Benton Young Men's Progress Club and any therchants or person giving toward the fund of gold, members of
the respective families of all these members and contributors; any employe of ny member of the Progress club or any member of
hi family, is absolutely ,barred from drawing for one of these prizes. Otherwise, every person in Marshall county is eligible to
place a ticket in the barrel with condition of any kindl

Tickets Available March 1st
Tickets to be dropped into the barrel for the FREE DRAWING,.may be obtained Tuesday,March 1st, and each day thereafter,.up to and including the day of drawing,from any of the following firms and individuals ligted below. Only one ticket a day may
be given each individual by each ticket-giver listed below. These tickets must/be called for in person.

Drop Tickets In Barrel March 19th. ONLY
Tickets may be dropped in the barrel on the day of drawing QI;IIY, —Saturday, March 1'9th, 1927. The drawing will take
place in front of the court house in the afternoon and tickets will_be drawn from the barrel by a blind-folded little girl.

24 Prizes To Be Awarded
The $100.00 has been divided into.24 Gold Pieces. The first twelve names to be drawn from the barrel will receive a $2.50
Gold piece each; the next ten names will receive a $5.00 Gold Piece each, and the last two, names to be drawn will receive a $10.00 Gold
piece each.

Onlyiene Prize to a Person
No person'maydraw more than one prize. If a person has reecived one prize and if a second ticket bearing his or her name
shall be drawn, it shall be discarded and the drawing shall proceed until a name is drawn that has not gotten a prize. Twenty-four
. .
people will receive the 24 prizes.
•=11

•

member---'A11 Free, No Strings Attached
You do not have to buy a penny's worth of'anything from anyone at anytime to get 41 ticIstite,frput it in the barrel and receive
a prize. It's just as free as the water that flows and the air you breathe. Ticket holders must be present at the time of drawing.
Bring your free ticket with you and see if you are lucky. Get it any time, beginning with March 1st. Every member of the family entitled to a ticket. This will be a BIG DAY in Benton. Bring'all the family, the neighbors prepare to stay all day.
Tickets for the free gold may be obtained from any of the following firms; business and professional men:

TREAS LUMBER CO.
DRAFFEN MOTOR CO.
V. A. STILLEY DRUG CO.
STROW BROS.
GEO. E. LONG
H. A. MILLER
WHITEWAY CAFE
PACE CAFE
H. H RAYBURN
R. L. WADE

SPONSORED

BY

GATLIN-FERGERSON CO.
NELSON-FORD DRUG CO.
BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY
DR. L. L. WASHBURN
BENTON MOTOR CO.
C. R. SMITH
H. H. LOVETT
FILBECK & STILLEY
BENTON COTTON CO.
LUTHER THOMPSON

YOUNG

•=10

MEN'S

MORGAN & HEATH
J. R. BRANDON
RILEY & HOUSER
E. L. COOPER
C. B. COX
A. N. DUKE
TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
COX CASH & CARRY
DR. R. E FOUST
Q. BRANDON LBR. CO.

PROGRESS

CLUB

41

•
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Chandler.
Mrs. Hays Noles and daughter
Allene and Miss Haytie Banks of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Collie of Route 9, were visitors here ThursBenton Route 7 were visitors here day.
Cletus English of Clay, Ky., arSaturday.
Crowd Enjoys; Contest Given for
rived
here Friday on a visit to
Floyd Grace has returned to
Benefit of School and
his work at Detroit having been hhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
English.
Ball Club.
called here by the serious illness
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Chiles of
and death of his father, Mr. John
Route 7 were visitors here SatGrace.
A large crowd attended the old
urday.
Fidlers Contest at Hardin last
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rankin
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Tubbs and Saturday night and a nice sum
and children of Auroara. Ill, who
have been the guests of Mr. and children spent the week end with was realized for the benefit of
the School and baseball club.
Story have gone to relatives on Route 7.
Mrs.
Lubie Davis, Grogan Noles and
Livingston county to reside.
The following were winners:Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chandler, Wallace Chandler were in Benton
1st and 2nd event — Joe Darjr., were visitors in Benton Sat- Friday on business.
nall.
urday..
Hayes Notes was in Benton
3rd — Irby Hurt.
Lee Draffen and son Weldon of Saturday on business.
4th
— Ruby and Mary Lee.
Route 9, were visitors here SatMiss Ethel Humphrey is very
5th
— Willie Sims
urday.
much improved after a several
6th—Ruby Lee.
,Ernest Fiser was in Benton weeks illness.
7th—Willie Sims
on business.
Hayes Dyke, Quitman Fiser
8th—Fred
Jackson.
Miss Blanche Noles of Padu- and son Rollie, W. H. Chandler,
9th—Joe Darnall.
tah spent the week end with her John MeNatt, Sanford Lowery
10th—Ruby and Mary Lee.
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Notes. and II. M. Draffen of Route 9,
11th—Local
boys quartette
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Fiser of were visitors here Saturday.
12th—Willie Sims
Route 9, were visitors here SatRichard English of Route 7,
.
13th—Noble Morton.
urday.
was here Wednesday and ThursSims.
14th—Willie
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McWaters day visiting his parents, Mr. and
15th—Farley
and
Miss Wilson.
of Route 9, were visitors here Sat- Mrs. J. M. English.
16th—Mary
Lou
Mathis.
urday..
A large crowd from here at17th—Willie
Sims.
jF. Purky of Paducah was a tended the burial of Mr. John
business visitor here Thursday. Grace at the Slaughter cemetery
ed the burial of Mr. John Grate
C. A. Ham and son Herman of Thursday.
Route 9 were here Saturday.
Mrs. Will Tom Foust and chil- lish and Mrs. T. J, Minter attendMiss Lillie Wallace, who is at- dren of Tatumsville Were here at the Slaughter cemetery Thurstending school at Murray, spent Thursday visiting Mrs. Foust's day.
Miss Nova Gordon continues Ill
the week end with her parents, sister, Mrs. Burgess Lindsey and
at her home near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wallace on family.
Gilbertsville Route 1.
Edward Ham of Paducah, spent
Miss Lucille Karnes returned Sunday night with his aunt, Mrs. Three new marl have been
discovered in Shelby county, ano
from Murray Friday where she G. S. Washburn and family.
had been visiting her sister, Miss
Mrs. Hattie Hill of Detroit ar- plans have been made to make a
Ruby Nell Karnes. who is recov- rived here last week on a visit demonstration of the value of
ering from an operation for up- to her Sister Mrs. Artemus Pace marl by applying it to 16 acres of
pendicitis.
and other relatives in the county. al fa Ifa.
Miss Carmie Chandler of PaMr. and Mrs. Cliff Locker, Mr.
ducah spent -She week end with and Mrs. W. B. Hastin, Mr. and UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
NEWS
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mrs. We Locker, Mrs. M. 0. Eng-

FIDDLERS PLEASE
MANY AT HARDIN

BRIENSBURG

vvirr

paturday

AT PHI

•

Court House
Saturday, Feb. 26th.
STARTING AT 8:00 P. M.

Galen [Hobson] Gough
World Renowned Strongman
IN

A

NEW

SELECTION

AND
OF

AMAZING'
FEATS

OF

STRENGTH
Seemingly Impossible
, Hobson has just returned from a successful tour of supreme
Vaudeville, having met every strongman in the game—and yet to
be DEFEATED.
Gough recently met Pesek and in this contest Gough won the
right to meet this most feared wrestler—"The Tiger Man" having
failed to hold Gough to the mat.—(Official).
Gough has been featured in various news reels and leading
news papers all over the world.
Not only will this entertainment be an exhibition, but of exposing Fake-Feats performed by Strongmen. You will be .able to
learn how to amuze your friends—to accomplish such feats as have
amazed the public before real strength was permitted on the Vaudeville stage.
Gough will also demonstrate his exercises and enlighten you as
to how he became so strong—Proving that you too can become just
as strong in taking Physical Culture.
He is recognized by the McFadden Publication as the Workl's
Strongest ,Man.
SEE HIM AT THE COURT HOUSE SATURDAY NIGHT AT
8:00 P. M.
HE WILL AMAZE YOU THROUGHOUT HIS ENTIRE PERFORMANCE—(N. Y. GRAPHIC)

Admission -15 and 25c

glad to welcome the two new
students from Hardin, namely
Gardy Bernard Johnston and
Keith Lamar Pace. This gives us
a dirty dozen.
We have with us James Halsted Doublin of Dawson Springs
who is well known around Calvert City. He is registered in the
College of Engineering. Campus
life is nothing new to him as he
has been enrolled at many other
institutions in recent years, we
are glad to have him here.
Where are the girls are you
wondering? We boys are. It is
the lure of Western or Murray
Normals with the vision of a
happy life Its an old maid school
teacher with iln undivided magnetic influence that draws them
elsewhere than to Kentucky?
What could be brighter than the

In these and in other items
which we, the students of Marshall county, plan to send to the
Tribune from time to time, when
we have time, we hope to give
to the people of Marshall county,
as well as readers elsewhere,
topics such as will better acquaint you with your own sons
(and daughters, should some
come) and their activities at the
University of Kentucky. We also
expect to include statistics, historical topics, athletic results,
and other things which we think
might be of interest to you.
Some of the boys are full of
wit. Then we may ask that you
take all jokes without ill feeling
whether the joke is on you or on
us. They might at least cause
someone to smile sometime whether it is habitual or forIced. A good
hearty laugh at times dosen't always retard digestion.
The second semester of the
school year 1926-27 opened Feb.
1st with an. enrollment of over
2000 which is some what less
than same for previous term.
Marshall's quota however was on
The incline instead of the decline
since we have all the students
enrolled that were here in the
fall with the addition of two
new students.
Last semester we had one graduate student, John I. Owen, Gilbertsville, eight under-graduates,
W. B. Owen, Gilbertsville, Raymond S. Dunn, Hardin, Charles
0. Bondurant, Hardin, Gilbert K.
Karnes, Benton, Noel J. Howard,
Calvert City, B. T. Inman, Hardin
Theodore (Teddy) Hill, Calvert
City, Otho S. Holland, Gilbertsville and one freshman, Charles
Hall, Calvert City. Freshman year
sure' is tough, isn't it Charley?
The above group is indeed ;01

HERE

vision of a hereafter after cornpleting a course in Home Ecomimics at old State? Sound off
girls.
Mrs. Clyde Filbeck will not be
in school here this semester, we
are very sorroy to hear.
Kentucky feels that she has
evened up the disgrace of the
football defeat last fall at the
hands of our greatest rival, Centre, as Centre has twice in succession fallen before the onslaught of the mighty quintet of
Blue & White Wildcats.
The return game of Feb. 12th,
played on the Praying Colonels
floor at Danville was a great defeat to them and ended in a 22
to 16 score. When Centre's name
is
mentioned
the, Wildcat's
bristles raise.
Otho Holland has obtained a

bull doy of distinguished blood.
It is young now but Otho has an
eye for business which pierces
the future with a speed equal to
the dashing memo, i./iat falls to
earth from regions unknown. He
declares that someday the rabble
will remark, "That's Attorney
Holland's dog," with a somewhat
pleasing air.
At spare moments Mr. Holland
is searching through -the dusty
files of the recorded past and obtaining information of a historical and political nature of the
Jackson Purchase which he plans
to have completed soon. This will
be available through the columns
of the T.-D. to its readers.
Next week we hope to start a
series of articles on the foundation, development and progress of
the University of Kentucky

You'll Adore
These Full Fashioned
Chiffons

$1.95
Come in and see the new No.
60 Humming Bird Full Fash-,
ioned Chiffon Hose. "Sheer",
loveliness describes them per-'
fectly. Cobweb texture from
top to sole. Silk threads are
spun by special method which
prevents hose growing "fuzzy"
from wear or from laundering.
Garter-run-stop at hem has n6
colored stripe to show with
short skirts. All-silk splicing
above heel, smartly narrow.
Soles are double silk. Small
toes and heels of mercerized
yarn. Extra reinforcement of
silk in toes.
We have No.60 Humming
Birds in seventeen fashionable
colors.

FULL FASHIONED
PURE

SILK

HOSIERY

Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

STORE

BENTON,

KENTUCKY

NOW

New Wall Paper For Spring

1927
MODERATELY PRICED

From 5c A Single Roll Up
Treas Lumber Company
.1,
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Emasams
I Olive Grow."
1 Mrs. Nola Inman who for the
(past few days has been ill, hi
Rev. Carlton of Murray filled
resting better at the home of her
his regular appointment at the 1
Sun-Iparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. MorBaptist church Saturday and
day. 'otta' e seem to think that thei r '
Ed Lovett, farmer and tobacco
church will soon go to full time. 1
man has a contract to buy tobac0. D. Lovett is at the head of the
co for Outland Bros, of Murray.
Sunday school, while at the MethGeorge Boyd was a business
odist church we find Dev. LockSaturday.
man as pastor and J. W. Filbeck visitor in Benton
who has been
Wyatt
Nolan
Mrs.
school
at the head of the Sunday
with large attendance and good seriously ill for several days is
greatly improved.
lessons,
J. J. Stone was in Benton last
Our roads after being graveled,
graded and dragged have been week attending to business.
Mrs. W. L. Y. Chandler enterin good condition the past bad
a few of her friends
tamed
NorF.
weather. Thanks to Mr. B.
evening at her home
Thursday
in
judgment
his
keen
for
wood
planned party.
beautiful
over seeing the construction and with a
spent Saturday
Lamb
Lawrence
as
that
eay
to
we as a ,whole beg
a slogan with no end "Watch night with his uncle Java Lamb
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A Nice Little Order For You
Will Sell Any Part or All Of It.
FREE
FREE
. FREE
E
FREE
FREE

Cox's Best Coffee, Vbs. 70c. lib
Green Peas, 2 No. 2 cans, 30c; 1 can
Green Beans, 2 No. 2 cans, 30e; 1 can
Urma Milk, 2 small cans, 15c; 1 can
Macoroni, 2 Soz. cartons, 20c; 1 carton
Campbell's Tomato Soup, 2 cans 30c; 1 can
E. Z. Flow Salt, 2 box's 10c; 1 box
FREE
Arm & Hammer Soda, 2 box's 10c; 1 box
FREE
carton
1
30c;
Corn Flakes, 2 cartons,
FREE
Candy, 2 large 5c sticks, 10c; 1 large stick
FREE
Clothes Pins, 2 doz. 10c; 1 doz
FREE
pair
1
Heavy Work Sox. 2 pr. 25c;
FREE
Light bulbs, 2 frosted, 140c; 1 frosted
FREE
Putman's Dyes. 2 pkgs. 25c; 1 pkg.
FREE
Shoe Strings., 2 pr. 10c; 2 pair
FREE
Shaving Cream, large tube, 50c; one 50c razor
FRLI
gal
1
80c;
gal.
4
Coal Oil,
The above order if you were to buy it all at one
time would only amount to $5.35, the amount you would
a
get free is $2.771 2. Just say if you were to buy at such
amount
the
Weeks,
bargain each week for One Hundred
you would spend would be only $535.00, you would save
$277.50, enough to buy a nice Piano, two of the world's
enough
best Radios, three fine Horses, six good Cows, or
months.
twelve
for
nice
extra
Family
to dress the Whole
Your children are watching how you spend your
differmoney, they would be glad. to help you enjoy this
the
name
to
Benton
in
child
old
ence. Ask any six year
answer.
the
hear
and
town
in
store
cheapest

h & Carry
Lox's Casfor
Less Money"

•

"Same Goods

Next door to Bans of Marshall County.

Benton. Ky.

V

New ColorsMore ImprovementsBetter PerformanceHigher Values-

Yet Lower Priced-Throughout its history, the Ford Motor Co. has kept
in the vanguard in the developinent of the autftimobile.
Ford has built a car for the millions, and not only that
but he has built it now so that, millions can have the comfort 'and conveniences in an automobile that were formerly
only possible for the
It not only provides transportation of the lowest possible cost but transportation with comf#ts, luxury and beauty
as well.

Talma Thompson who holds a
of Maple Springs.
position in Detroit, Mich., is at
home on a short vacation. Mr.
Thompson is a former teacher in
the Marshall county schools.
Connie Norwood was in Benton
Saturday on business.
Verge Wilkins, cattle man,
passed through Olive Friday enroute to Tennessee, where he will
spend several days buying cattle
and hogs.
Dorsey Hill, Jentry Lamb, Bolen Henson and Henry York were
business visitors in Hardin Friday evening.
Oscar T. Brown was in Benton
Wednesday shopping.
Valcaloe Henson is thinking
of moving to Paducah soon.
Sam Gold of Heights was transacting business irt Olive Saturday.
Grover C. Harrison. merchant
is erecting a new store on the
place recently purchased from
Mr6. Lee Wilson.
ilncle "Frank" Lovett, who is
82 tVears of age, celebrated his
birth day last week by helping in
repairing the telephone lines between Olive and Hardin. Mr.
Lovett is the father of Judge II.
H. Lovett of Benton.
Rube Burpoe, who is buying
walnut timber, was in the Hico
section last week.
Misses Allie and Sallie Watkins who are at work in the
Hosiery Mills at Benton, spent
the week end with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Watkins.
Modie Burnett will leave soon
for Shaw. Miss., where Le will remain several weeks, buying and
shipping horses.
Robert Lovett attended the
Fiddlers Contest at Hardin Saturday night.
Levi Nimmo spent last week
visiting relatives in the Salem
district.
J. A. Howlett who represents
the Paducah Marble Co., was in
business.
Murray last week on official
Charley Watkins was in Herdin Friday evening.
Lon O'Brien was in Paducah
last week on business.

Mr. and Mrs. Lex Groves and I few days with her uncle, Claud
daughter Margirine were guests Butler and family.
Health is very good at present. at Rollie Hietts Sunday anti -SunWill Peden, Barren county, by
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Ivey and day night.
his hogs into the field,
turning
g
Miss Debra Ivey of Briensbur
little daughter Milodine and Mr.
$1.60 a bushel for hii3
reatived
r
sister,
her
with
week
Satspent
last
spent
and Mrs. Hud Phillips
urday night and Sunday with Mr. Mrs. Rollie Hiett and Mrs. Bud corn. Neighbors who gathered.
their corn, cribbed it and hauled
Phillips,
and Mrs. Rollie !nett.
it the market and got $3 a barrel
attending
is
Houser
Jack
and
Mr. and Mrs. Elza Riley
clover
cleaned
Thoroughly
daughter Pauline and Mrs. Gro-1Draughon's Business College at
only
not
means
seed
alfalfa
and
vie Hiett were shopping in Ben- Paducah.
the
lessens
but
weeds,
fewer
happened
unusual
afternoon.
I Something
ton Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Thomp- Saturday night, Bill Butler failed likelihood of parasitic plant diseasem.
son are spending the week with to go to Benton. Wonder why?
The Minerva club was recently
family,
and
Sutherland
Floyd
I
relatives at Enterprise.
Racheal and Pauline Rudd and spent Tuesday at Mrs. Suther- awarded a trophy for being the
Earline 'Starks spent Sunday with land's fathers, Dr. E. G. Thomas. best junior agricultural club in
Miss Ora Butler is spending a Mason county.
Josie and Ida Belle Sutherland.
ENTERI'RISE
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First Spring Styles
Show the Direction Spring
Fashion Winds Blow
Spring with all its sunshine, is brightness, its newness—when everything seems to take on new life, after the long wintry days have passed
—is here. As we enter its portals one's thoughts naturally turn to the
appropriate dress for the new season and one wonders what the new
styles will be.
That question is answered definitely and authoritatively in the assemblage of The new siring apparel whose completeness of style and
We invite y our
variety in selections has not heretofore had its equal.
Come!
tomorrow.
inspection

ROUTE IV

YOUTHFUL SUITS

Mr. and Mrs. Eulice English
entertained the younger set with
a play party Thursday night.
There was a large crowd present.
Every one reported a nice time.
News has been received here
that Mr. Clint Clark is seriously
ill in Detroit.
Miss Debra livey spent the
past week in Benton.
Otis Wyatt and Edward Clark
attended the party at Euin Holts
Saturday night.
Sylvan Clark of Henderson,
Ky., is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Ola Clark.
Cletus Kelley was a business
visitor in Benton. Saturday.
Imogene, the little daughter of
Mrs. Alva Gordon spent the week
end with her Aunt Mrs. Cletus
KeMis esl '
Enice
and
Eunice
ley'
Wyatt and Katherine Nolea spent
the week end with their parents.
Oilie Henson has been ill this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Wyatt
were in Paducah Monday.
Early Dunn was in Benton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Collie and
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Chiles were
in Briensburg §aturday.
R. W. Wyatt was in Briensburg
on business Satucday.
Miss Ethel klumphrey continues ill at her home.

The tailored suit is a dapper model the young miss will
quiekly lay claim to. In tweed mixtures of subdued tones it
is especially practical as well as smart looking. And then there
are those in Navy, hairline stripes in single or double breasted
Feature Values
Models.

to $45
SPRING FROCKS
Fo those fashiona)if luncheons and afternoon
teas othing gives ke er satisfaction than being
corre4ly frocked. The new showing of Silk
Frock at Weille's is so varied as to be all iiiWe are featuring Silk Frocks—
clusivà

$9.98 to
A big showini, too, from leading
detigners-7-crepes, chiffon and georgette .
and silk—frocks of the finer sort—

Thirty Graves county farmers
took inventories the first of the
year and will ke:p farm accounts.

$19.75 to $49.75

DIVISION OF CONSTRUCTION
Marshall County
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
February 12, 1927.

Sport Coats

And the

THE UNIVERSAL CAA

hardy and longer w
famous.

still improves its
r road performance that, has made it

If you want BEAUTY and ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION ahio with LOW INITIAL.COST, you will find it in
the NEV FORD, now offered at prices that are little short
of mitaculous.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR SPRING DELIVERY!

Draffen Motor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
CALVERT CITY, KY.
I3,ENTON, KY.

Sealed bids will be received by
the State Highway Commission at
the office of the State Highway
Engineer, Old Capitol Biulding,
Frankfort, Kentucky, until 2:00 p.
tit on the 31st day of March 1927
for the improvement of FEDERAL PROJECT 163-A & STATE
PROJECT 1-A.
The Eggners-Ferry-Benton road
from Egguers Ferry to Benton.
15.6 miles Grade and Drain.
Further innformation, bidding
proposals, etc.. will be furnished
upon application to the Frankfort office.
Blue prints of this work will
be on file at the District Engineer's headquarters in Paducah,
Ky. and at the Court House in
Benton, Ky.
The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids.
The State Highway Commission
By E. N. TODD
State Highway Engineer.

Plaids again conic, to the fore in the
spring Coat model. Their gayety, youth
ind practicalness make them as popular for general utility wear as for purely sport. occasions. Featuring a big
;bowing—

NEW
3LOUSES

$11.95 to $15.95

ill the newest models
hi Blouses — just the
thing to go with that
new Suit.

Other coats of import mixtures
and plaids and dressy models of finest
textures, luxuriously fur-trimmed in all
the new furs. Feature values—

$1.98 to
$3.48

$24.75 to $98.75

•
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EDITORIAL

••

Why 1 Cari Sell Cheap!
1st. My Overhead expenses are cheap:
2nd. I buy for cash; I don't have to pay city
taxes.
3rd. I have the largest stock of goods in the
county owned by one man.
4th. The people I.sell to are good pay.
5th. I do a great deal of my own work; this,sayes clerk hire which the consumer always
has to pay.
Yours truly,
G. L. GOHEEN,
Birmingham, Ky.

Feb. 25th

•

and continuit*20 days we
win sell the following goods at
the FOLLOWING

Special

ROUGHBRJI HATS

All $2.00, 30x3 1-2 in$1.35
ner tubes
All $11.00, 30x3 1-2
Cord casings for only
$6.75
.

HATS AND CAPS
$4.25
All $5.00 & $6.00 Hats
$3.75
All $4.00 & $4.50 Hats
$3.00
All $3.50 Hats
All $3.00 Hats...I ......,......,....... ...L , $2.65
Caps 10 per cent off Regular Prices
mimmmimmmmutmpm...mmlimmwm.mumm..

Shoes
ALL
LADIES
COATS
AND
EFSSES
AT
CLOSE OUT
PRICES

•

This is all pew goods,
and gtayanteed fiwt
quality. Gasoline 20c
per gallon.
Hardware & Furniture
'cheap as you will find
anywhere.

lera•O Sh04.
Are Reiter

We have the largest stock of Shoed in Marshall
county, and we are able at all times to sell you
shoes as cheap as anywhere.
One lot Men's shoes priced from $3.00 to $5.00,
$1.98
your choice
One lot Ladies Slippers, priced at $2.00 to $10.00,
• $1.69
to go for
If you can find your size you might be able to
get you some goon every-day shoes-All shoes
reduced in Price.

GROCERIES
This is a side line with me, I always have cheap
prices.
35c
Arbuckles coffee, pkg
$5.40
Lard, per can
2$c
Matches, 7 5c boxes
/Oc
Soda, 3 packages for
All Groceries at ROdc-- Bottom Prices'

RICES:

Dry Gogids
16cl
One lo2 c and 22I-c Ginghams, yd.
19c
and 30c Ginghams, yd.
One lo
74c
One lo 1 c Crepe, per yd
30c
Ticking, per yard
:35 and 4 c
38c
One lot c Broadcloth, yd
38c
50c Indi n Head, per yard
274c
One lot 5c Steens go for, yd
7%c
LL Bro n Sheeting, yard
10c
Hoosier heeting, yd
98c
Men's 2 Wt. Overalls, Ver pair
$1.40
Duck H ad each
85c
All $1.0 shirts,
$1.35
All $1. Shirts,
$1.80
All $2.00 Shirts, each
$2.25
All $2.50 Shirts
$2.75
All $3 0(Shirt's
20c
All 25c ose
25c
ll 35c Hose
40c
11 50c Hose
85c 11 $1.00 Grade Hose '
$125
11 $1.5Q Hose
$1.65
11 $2.04 Hose
Our Goods Are Well Known llrands

i

Clothing! Clothing!
We handle the famous
Karrek line of clothing. Every suit guaranteed to give absolute
satisfistation. Price
ranges as follows $15.00; $16.50; $18.00;
$22.50; $25.00 & $27.50

•

goys Long-suits -$7.50 to $15.00
One I( )t of boys short
suits to close out.

("--4oStandarri livasers.
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